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I INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

History „

During World War II the serious need for automatic control

of various devices came to the attention of engineers, At that

time most interest was in building automatic devices to regulate

some quantity in a system, such as a voltage or an angular velocity,

causing it to remain as nearly as possible at some specific value

set into the system, Of equal or perhaps greater importance was

the necessity of slaving two devices together such that the second

(slave) device would reproduce with a.minimum of error the motions

of the first (master) device, The eventual solution of both of

these problems was based on the concept of comparing the actual

output of the device or system with the desired output, or

reference input, and making necessary corrections to minimise

the difference or error, This, of course, amounted to a feedback

system and such systems came to be known as servomechanisms, In

recent years the use of the feedback principle has been greatly

expanded and systems such as those described as well as other

related systems are now commonly referred to as automatic control
Ü

systems or feedback control systems,1

Probably the first serious work in feedback control systems,
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was done at the Bell Telephone Laboratories about 1941 in

connection with e rsdar controlled anti·aircraft·gun• lt was

a natural tendency for this work to fall into the hands of

electrical engineers, although the devices were largely

hydraulically controlled• This was a result of the fact that

the phenomena encountered, such as instability, was similar

to that observed in feedback amplifiers• These amplifiers had

been anounced by the Bell Telephone Laboratories in 19342 and

by the time work was started on control systems their behavior

and methods of analysis wre familiar to electrical engineers•

Today the theory of continuous feedback control systems is

widely known and much has been written on the subject; therefore,

the failiarity of the reader with auch systems is assumed•

In the usual servemechanism all of the variables involved,

such as input, output, and error, are continuous functions of

time and conyentional mathematlcal techniques can be applied

in their aa1ysis• As systems becae nore involved, in certain

situations the variables, or signals, were no longer continuous

but changed in discrete steps. Three common examples of this

situation are as follows:

Exaple 1. Relay controlled serv¤echanisms• In certain
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types of systems the actuating signal is either at some fixed

value or at zero.3*4 The controlled output is forced to the

desired value of application of pulses of energy in the

direction necessary to minimize the system error- These pulses

of energy and their direction are controlled by a relay•

Methods of analysis and design of relay servomechanisms have

been developed and presented in the literature (see Bibliography)•

Example 2, Control systems with time shared elements•

Situations sometimes exist in more elaborate control systems in

which certain elements are time shared between two or more

portions of the same systems, or even with other systems• The

share element is often a computer or some other form of controller

which is used to provide the input signal for various portions of

the system on a time shared basis. The computer might first

determine the proper signal to be delivered to a first subsystem

(A) and then go on to compute the signal for some other subsystem

(B) and from there perhaps to still other portions of the overall

system but eventually returning to the original subsystem (A)•

The various subsystems are then receiving signals periodically

which are in the form of pulses and in the limit, for a large

number of subsystems, the pulses approach impulses. In many

practical situations the amplitude of the trailing edge of these

pulses is stored in some type of memory device, possibly a
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capacitor, and the operation of that particular subsystem continues

based on the stored value as its input. Eventually, however, the

computer comes back and again feeds the subsystem directly for a

short period of time and so the cycle repeats indefinite1y• It

is seen that each of the various subsystems is actually being

controlled by samples of the continuous input signal which would

exist if the computer were not time shared,

Example 3• Control system involving digital cmputers•

In recent years many autoatic control systems involve the use of

digital coputers tu determine the signal for a portion of the

system or perhaps an entire system6• The nature of a digital

computer is such that a finite time is required to arrive at a

desired solution after the data has been entered into the computer-

The usual function of a digital computer in a control system is to,

at some instant of time, take the values of the continuous signals

being fed from the system into the computer, operate on them in

some prescribed manner, and after an interval of time arrive at

a solution which is then fed forward into the remainder of the

control system, The process is then repeated based on the values

being fed into the coputer at some later time and, after some

delay, the output of the computer will change to the new solution

which is also fed into the remainder of the system- The output of
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the digital computer might be considered as samples of the signal

that Would exist at that point if the computer were of a contin-

uous type,

Examples 2 and 3 are similar to the extent that the signala

being fed into the control system at certain points are actually

samples of the signals which would ideally exist at these points,

The two types of systems are referred to collectively as sampled-

data systems, Much has been written on these systems in the

approximately ten years that they have been in use, some of which

is included in the bibliography, A general description and

mathematical analysis of sampled-data systems is not attempted in

this paper, It is important to note, however, that sampled

quantities are more digital in nature than analog, since the

quantity changes in discrete steps, In a conventional continuous

system the quantities are all of an analog nature, This paper deals

primarily with sampled-data systems,

Two other types of quantities are closely related to sampled

data, They are referred to as Quasi•Sampled data and Quantized Data7,

The signal resulting in example 2 above, in which a computer

or controller is time shared, might more properly be considered

quasi-sampled if the shared device is analog in nature, This results

from the fact that during the time the computer is actually feeding
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a signal into the system the data is continuous but at all other

times the signal is based on a sample. However, if the time

shared element is digital in nature the resulting signal would

be true sampled—data. In this paper both true sampled-data and

quasi-sampled are considered.

A ssmpled signal consists of values of a continuous

signal taken at discrete intervals of time. Thus the samp1ed··

data can have any value but can change value only at certain

times. A quantized signal consists of discrete values related

to a continuous signal which can change at any time. The discrete

values are in effect rounded off values of the continuous signal.

Quantized data is truly digital in nature and for that reason is

sometimes referred to as dlgltized data. Such data will always

result whenever a digital device, such as a digital computer, is

present in an automatic control system. lf, however, the difference

in value between steps is small, quantized data approximatea contin-

uous data and this approximatlon is assumed to hold in the work

presented in this paper.

Throughout this report various phenmena associated with

sampled·data systems will be discussed, so it is therefore necessary

to define certain terms peculiar to these systems. The necessary

terms are defined with reference to figure 1. An arbitrary contin-
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uous variable, y(t), which is to be subjected to a sapling·

holding process is illustrated in Figure la. The result of

periodically sapling y(t) is shown in Figure lb, this being

the signal appearing at the output of a simple ssmpling device.

Throughout this paper the superseript * will be used to indieate

a sampled quantity or any other discretely changing signal;

hence, the sapled variable of Figure lb is identified as y*.

The time interval “A" is referred to in this paper and in the

literature variously as sampling time, sampling interval, and

pulse width. The time interval "B“ is referred to as the sample

period or smple interval. The reciprocal of the interval "B"

is referred to as the sampling frequency or sampling rate and is

abbreviated fs. In most, but not all practical cases the

smpling rate is eonstant.

A common situation occuring in practical sampled•data

systems is illustrated in Figure le. The value of the sampled

quantity existing at the end of a sapling time is held until

the start of the next sampling period. The time intervals "A"

and "B" are defined as above, but, in addition, the interval "C"

is known as the hold time or hold period.

As sampled·data systems evolved it became desirable to

be able to predict with some degree of aceuraey their expected
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performance, By 1950, when sampled-data systems were first

coming into use, the theory for linear continuous systems was

well advanced, Methods of design and analysis were well

defined and widely known, It was soon learned that samp1ed•

data systems are, in general, less stable than equivalent

contiuuous systems, The result of the sampling process is

to introduce time and phase lags with an effect somewhat like

that of an additional time constant introduced into the system,

It was also learned that if the smple period is short compared

to all significant time constants in the system, the behavior

of the sampled system approaches that of the equivalent contin-

uous system, If these conditions exist in any particular system,

that system can be analyzed by conventional methods with reason-

able accuracy, It is however, desirable to be able to analyse

cases where the effect of sampling is pronounced and ordinary

methods of analysis do not hold,

Mathematical methods of analyzing sampled·data systems

are complicated by the discontinuous nature of the variables,

In time, however, various analytical methods of predicting the

performance of these systems evolved, The first major contri-

bution to analytical analysis was made by Linvilla in 1951,

Linvill's method involves a comparison of the sampling process
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with amplitude modulation and subsequent application of well

known methods of modulation analysis.

In 1952, a paper was published by Ragazzini and Zadeh

of Qolumbls University entitled, "The Analysis of Samp1ed·

Data Systems", which is regarded by most authorities today as

being the most significant work in this area? In this work the

now well-known Z transform operator ls developed and applied to

the analysis of sampled-data systems. The Z operator is a

complex operator and is related to sampled·data systems in

much the same way as the Laplace operator is related to contin-

uous systems. The method of Ragazzini and Zadeh is limited in

many respects. It is based on the assumptlon that the sampling

is instantaneous (i.e., sampling time is zero) and the resulting

system responses hold only at the instsnts of sampling.

Additional practical ltmitations are that the method is laborious

and also that the level of mathematics involved is above that

familiar to most engineers in industry. Nevertheless, the paper

was a signlficant advance in the understanding of sampled-data

systems.

Several other investigators applied the Z transform and

attemptsd to modify the method of Ragazzini and Zadeh to eliminate

sme of the restrictions and approxlmations imposed. In 1956,
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Jury published a paperlo introducing a modified Z transform with

which the response of sampled systems can be determined- Jury's

method differed from the original in that the system response

can be found at any instant and not just at the instant of

sampling- The method still assumes zero sampling time and is

quite tedious for all but the most simple systems-

Still another significant contribution was by

Farmanfarma, who was at the time a graduate student at the

University of California at Berkeley- In a paperll published

in January, 1957, he introduced the P transform, essentially

an extension of the Z transform- Using the P transform

Farmanfarma demonstrated a method for the analysis of sampled-

data systems in which the effect of finite sampling time can be

considered- The method is again quite tedious for all but the

most simple systems- In a later paperlz Farmanfarma extended

his work to present a method of analysis for multiple sapler

systems-

Many other investigators have worked on the analytical

approach to samp1ed•data system analysis; however, these mentioned

above probably represent the most significant contributions- In

1957, Murphy and Ormsby published a paper13 comparing the various

techniques available for sampled-data system analysis and also

gave an extensive bibllography- A more recent and lengthy
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bibliography was given by Freeman and Lowenchuseqin l958•

Unfortunately, all analytical methods which have been developed

have the disadvantages of involving approximations to various

degrees and require a level of mathematics, in their develop-

ment, if not in their applicationg above that of many engineers•

Furthermore, the methods are tedious to apply in all but the

most simple systems, and therefore, are to some extent more

useful for theoretical investigations than as a design tool.

This paper does not, in general, deal with analytical methods

of analysis and these will not be pursued further, but have been

discussed primarily as background information fer the material

to follow. Several books have recently become available in

which analytical methods are presented in detail (see bibliography)•

During World War II, and the period following, practical

electronic analog computers (differential analyzers) were developed•

This occurred concurrently with the rapid development of servo-

mechanisms previously mentioned• During the war, Bell Telephone

Laboratories developed a high gain direct coupled amplifier

(operational amplifier) which was used as a component part of an

anti-aircraft-gun director. It was found that these amplifiers

could be used in conjunction with various passive networks to, in

effect, perform certain mathematical operations, such as sumation

and integration, on electrical signals. The first general purpose
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analog computer using operational aplifiers was constructed at

Columbia Universitgsand described in 1947- The first commercially

produced computers of this type became available about 1950 and by

1955 were in fairly common use by engineers as a design tool- In

particular, computers were useful as simulation devices and enjoyed

wide application in the design of continuous automatic control

systems-

Exglanation gg Problems‘ggg Objectives gg gnvestigations

Because of the cmplexity of the analytical design methods

for sampled-data automatic control systems it is highly desirable

to be able to simnlate such systems by means of computers- A

limited amount of sampled-data simulation has been done using

digital computerslß, however, this is not necessarily the most

desirable approach to the problem, Since even in a sampled system

most, but of course not all, of the variables are continuous it

follows that it would be natural to simulate most of the system on

an analog computer- In its entirety a sampled·data automatic

control system can be thought of as a continuous system operating

in conjunction with one or more sampling and possibly holding devices-

The only major problem involved in simulating an entire system on

the analog computer is the development of a method of simulating the
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sampling and holding processes. The continuous portion ca be

simulated using conventional simulation techniques described in

many books on analog computation (see bibliography)• Simulation

of the sampling and holding processes involves the generation of

discontinuous signals which are, to a certain extent, digital in

nature, It is necessary that special simulation techniques be

developed to represent these processes since in normal usage

analog computers generate only continuous signa1s•

The purpose of the investigation described in this paper

was to develop methods for the simulation of entire sampled·data

systems on s analog computer. It is desirable that the methods

be relatively simple and, if possible, involve only equipent

usually included on a general purpose machine. It is also desir-

able to represent various ssmpling rates and finite sampling time•

To be of practical value it shuld be possible to perform the

simulation with a minimum of internal odifications to the cmputer•

In most sampled•data systems there is some type of hold device

associated with the sampler. The most simple case is that shown in

Figure lc in which the signal fed forward to the continuous portion

of the system is either the continuous input signal itself, y(t),

or the value of that signal at the end of the last sampling period-

This situation is known as a zero order hold. In more involved
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system the signal fed forward might depend not only on a present

saple but also on the previous sample, a situation referred to

as a first order hold. The concept can be extended to earlier

samples resulting in still higher order holds. It ls, of course,

desirable to simulate the hold process on the computer, but this

requires some type of memory device to retain the saples as the

sampling process continues. This is the sort of process usually

associated with a digital computer or device. Methods have been

devised for simulation of both the sampling and holding processes

on an analog computer and are described in this paper.

In certain types of sampled•data systems, the most recent

sample and various previous samples are combined in a manner

designed to improve (compensate) the overall performance of the

system. This is normally done by means of some type of computer,

usually digital, and the resulting computed output is fed forward

into the remainder of the system. Often this computation amounts

to an attempt to predict or extrapolate the value of the quantity

being sampled at some future time. This extrapolation can be of

two forms:

1. To predict the value of some future saple from the

present and past samples.

2. To continuously predict fro present and paßt smples
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the value of the quantity itself at some definite time

in the future,

In either event the signal being fed forward to the contin-

uous portion of a sampled-data system usually amounts to a weighted

sumation of the value of the most recent sample and a finite

number of past saples, It is, of course, desirable that this

situation be simulated on the analog computer but because of the

digital nature of the process, the simulation requires special

techniques, In a practical system, particularly if digital devices

are involved, a finite time delay occurs during the computation of

the signal to be fed forward, which usually causes some deteriora•

tion in the performance of the overall system, It is also desirable

that this delay be represented, if appreciable, in any simulation

of an overall systems

The object of the investigation discussed in this paper was

to devise practical methods of simulating all of the phenoena

described above associated with sampled•data systems, evaluate

their limitations, and to actually use them on a computer, The

techniques are described in some detail in this report, in addition,

representative results of actual simulations are included to

illustrate the effectiveness of the techniques, In order to

summarize the results of the investigation a representative
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sampled-data autmatic control system has been simulated using

some of the methods developed and is presented at the end of

the report- Curves showing actual data obtained from a coputer

are included and briefly evaluated as to the quality of simula-

tion- No attempt is made, however, to study ssmpled•data

systems as such-

A limited aount of work has already been reported in the

area of analog shmulation of sampled-data systems17'22. In

general the simulated systems involved only a zero order hold

device, although Chestnut et al?2 discuss briefly the simulation

of first order holds- Little has been reported in the way of

extrapolation of future samples or continuous prediction of a

quantity from samples, although lt is known that the problem has

been considered elsewherezs- Most of those techniques reported

by other investigators require extensive special equipment in

addition to that normally found on a general purpose analog

computer- More details on the previous approaches to the

problem are presented later in this paper where those methods

are compared with the methods described by this author-

In 1957 the author was involved in an analog simulation

of a sampled-data system while employed in the Government and
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Industrial Division of the Philco Corporation at Philadelphia,

Pennsylvania. It appears that the work at Philco was somewhat

advanced over that which has been reported in the literature.

A significant feature is that a reasonable simulation of a

second order hold was accomplished. The work was done in

connection with a proposed system for military requirements

and, unfortunately, was not reported. It is emphasized, however,

that the work in the present investigation is somewhat an advance-

ment over that done at Philco.

In the discussion to follow it is assumed that the reader

is already fmiliar with the principles of analog computation

and to some extent familiar with the DC analog computer. A

knowledge of shmple linear programming is also assumed, but non-

linear techniques are discussed as needed. As previously stated

a basic knowledge of continuous autoatic control systems is

assumed but no specific knowledge of sampled·data systems, beyon

that discussed in this report, is necessary.
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II SIHULATION OF SAMTLING AND HLDING DEVICES

Storage Circuits _f_q_r; _t_l;g_ _A_n_a_lgg Qomguter
lf a sempled-data system is to be simulated on the analog

computer it is, of course, necessary that a method of simulating
the sampling and holding processes be devised. A limited amount
of work has already been done in this area and two distinct
methods of simulating these processes have been developed.

l. The storage of a sampled voltage on a large low

leakage capacitorlß.

2. The use of an lntegrating operational amplifier in

the hold condition as a storage device19°22.

Soe difficulty is encountered with the first method due

to the fact that when the voltage is sensed and fed into the

remainder of the computer circult some of the charge ia necesssrily

drained from the capacitor causing its voltage to change. This

necessitates the use of large capacitors ad a sensing device with

a very high input impedance.

The second method, using an operstional amplifier, is prefer•

able since the stored voltage is unaffected by the load on the

circuit. The storage time is essentially determined only by the

leakage resistance of the feedback capacitor associated with the
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amplifier- On most analog computers it is possible to operate

integrators in the hold condition without the use of external

circuitry- Using this technique it is necessary to use only

equipment normally present on computers to simulate the aampling

and holding processes-

An operational smplifier and its associated input ad

feedback impedances is shown in Figure 2- The transfer function

of this circuit can be shown to bezk

EGUTCSB __ ZX-es
Em Ls

_
Zus -

(1)

It is assued in this relation that the open loop gain of the

operational amplifier is very large, that the amplifier input

impedance is infinite, and that the output impedance is zero-

These coditions are very nearly satisfied in the operational

amplifiers usually employed in analog computers-

A special case of Figure 2, in which the input impedace

is simply a resistance and the feedback impedance is a parallel

resistace·capacitance combination, is illustrated in Figure 3-

This circuit is of particular interest since it can be adapted

to serve as a storage or memory device in an analog computer and

is, therefore, examined in soe detail-
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Operational Amplifier with Input and Feedback

Impedances. General Case.
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Figure 3

Operational Amplifier with Input and Feedback

Impedance. Special Case of First Order Lag Circuit.



The input impedance is expressed simply es

The feedback impedance is

,L„ Q__ Q; X SC _, (3)
E; + gc ECS + I .

Substitution into equation 1 results in the transfer function

I2;
E„„,T<=> __ __ Q,Cs+I __ __ Kg ____;____ (4)
E-uu ls) Re Qi QFCS +\ •

The implied differential equation indicating the stimulus response

relationship of the circuit as functions of time is

é >KC IIIit R;

Consider the response of the circuit to the application,

at t • 0, of a step voltage E with the capacitor initially

charged to the voltage E°• Returning to the Laplace notation

but including the initial value of eout the differantial equation

can be expressed aszs
I?LI * gouvßö Z Ew C9 » (6)

l



which, when resrranged gives

Eau (S) ‘\v ppc E¤

But for this case it is known that

- E
tllslß)which

upon substitution into equation 7 yields

E-001133 ': ” " """"'"'”””” 1* “"'“""'°'” {9)
R; +\ „

Use of the pactlal fraction expansion on equation 9 results in

E
R; \ Rp C

Ü

Q.;,„„(s):——Eg·§-io"} + -———-·-— (19)
* '°" T?pCs + \

which can be arranged into the more familiar form

P
‘ l Ea

mc * 1z,c ·
The resulting output voltage in the time domain ls obtained by

application of the inverse transformzö and ls

(12)
L
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Equation 12 ca be rearranged to give the more useful

form

t
:: E . (13)

Study of equation 13 reveals that the response of the

circuit of Figure 3 to a step input is exponential in nature

starting at EO at t • O and after a infinite time, eventually

reaching a value of
-·§‘fE

-
The time constant is Rfc seconds-

Figure 4 shows graphically the behavior of the output voltage if

the initial value is less than the final value am Figure 5 shows

the results if the initial value is greater than the final value-

Note that it is ossible for initial and final values to be of

opposite signs as indicated in Figure S-

In order to adapt the circuit of Figure 3, known as a first

order lag circu1t27, to the simulation of the sampltng process it

is ncessary that the control relays be added as shown in Figure 6-

Assume for the present that relay contacts "B" are always open-

The circuit resulting with relay contacts "A" closed ls a first

order lag circuit identical to that shown in Figure 3 and having

the transfer function expressed by equation 4- When relay contacts

"A" are open the circuit becomes that of a conventional integrator

in the hold conditionzs which ia described in most books on analog
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Diagram of Storage Element Showing Control Circuitry
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computation- The output voltage of the amplifier will be held

indefinitely at the value existing at the time contacts "AV

were opened- Relay "B" can be used when desired to set and hold

the output voltage to the value B0- The voltage Eo can be

obtained from one of the floating power supplies available on

many computers ad can be of either polarity- In many cases

it is only desired to set the output voltsge to zero in which

case the flosting power supply would be elimdnated and relay

"B" would simply discharge the capacitor to zero-

Inspection of equation 13 reveals that if the input

voltage remains constant at sam value E and if Ri • Rg, the

output voltage of the amplifier will become ·E after all

trensients decay- If relay "AV is then opened, the output

voltage will remain at •E indefinitely even though the input

voltsge changes-

In order to further evaluate the first order lag circuit

of Figure 3 the response to a ramp input voltage is examined-

For simplicity it is assumed that the rap starts from zero at

t • 0 and ia expressed mathematically as

@ .„. Le = At um
where A is e constant and is indicated graphically in Figure 7a-
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It is assmned that there is no initial charge on the capacitor

such that eau;) • O when t • O.

It has been previously shown that the output voltage of

the operational amplifier is

— *2* <—··-·—‘ 3 EEour (S3 " " QFQS N m (S3 • (15)

In the present case of a ramp input the forcing function 1626

AEm (S3 : EQ (16)

which upon substitution into equation 15 yields

E 3 : >
(17)wvcs QL S U2FQS+ ,) _

Application of the partial fraction expansion results in

which can be rewritten in the more familiar form

I2 12 C n 12 CEOUTLS) = —/ll + E, · I. (19)
Q; S + ·— S .

Rea
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Taking the lnverse trasform to obtaln the output es a function

of time glveszé

$ *t “
* _ (20)

It ls seen that the response to a ramp input has a

traslent term in the form of a decaylng exponential wlth time

constant RgC as well as a steady state term which is, as would

be expected, ln the form of a rap- After all translents have

decayed the output voltaga follows the relationship

<21>

The response of e first order lag clrcult to the ramp in Figure 7a

ls shown graphlcally ln Figure 7b- For purposes of comparison

-e°u;(;) ls shwn rather than +e°u;(;)• Note that an extension

of the steady state output ramp does not pass through the origin

but instead lntersects the time als at t • R£C, or at one time

constant•

If again the special case of Ri • RF ls considered, lt ls
seen that for positive values of A the output voltage wlll, at all

tlmes, be less, ln magnltude, tha the output voltage• After the
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transient decays the difference is expressed as

(22)

This relationship can also be interpreted to indicate

that the output Voltage follows the input Voltage but lags in

time by an mount RfC seconds, Note that the time lag is constat

but the Voltage lag or difference is a function of the rate of

change of the input Voltage,

With the relays shown in Figure 6 it is possible for a

first order lag circuit to perform the fuction of sampling

the input Voltage ad then holding the sample indefinitely,

This is explained using the curves of Figure 7, If the input

Voltage is chaging at a rate of A.volts per second it has been

shown that under steady state conditions the output Voltage will

change at the sme absolute rate with the relay "AV closed and

relay "B" open, If at t • T relay "A" is opened the output

Voltage of the amplifier will be held indefinitely at e°u;(y),

If Rf • Ri the output Voltage is

éwm = · (€•„m · muc)
fer t X} Y- (23)
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It is seen that the voltage which is held is essentielly of

the sae magnitude as the input voltage which existed at t • T

provided the rate of change of the input voltage, A, and/or

the circuit time constant, Rfß, are small. If these conditions

are satisfiad the process can be thought of as sampling the

input voltage with the sample being stored as long es relay "A"

remains open, There will, however, always be some error in any

practical circuit where the quantity AR£C cannot be made zero•

The product of Rfß canot, of course, be zero; however, if the

input voltage to the amplifier was non·varying there would be

no error in the sample, assuming that all transients had decayed

prior to opening relay “A"• The percent of error in the sample

is greater when the magnitude of the input voltage ia small•

The amount of error, however, remains constsnt•

Frm the analysis of the first order lag circuit it is

seen that it is desirable to have the time constant, RgC, aa

small as practical for two reasons:

1. The transient response of the circuit will decay

faster. During transient conditions the output

voltage will be different in magnitude from the

input voltage, assuming Rf • Ri, even though the
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input voltage is not time varying.

2. lf the input voltage is time varying there will

be a closer correspondence between the magnitudes

of input and output voltage under steady state

conditions.

ln analog computers using vacuum tubes it is impractical

to use input resistors much below 100KQ because of the loading

effect on other computer elements and because of high power

dissipation in the resistor itself. Feedback capacitors less

than .0luf are seldom used in real thme computers because of

the very fast trsnsients that result and which may contain

frequencies above the upper cutoff point of the operational

amplifier. As s result of these limitations the smallest

practical time constant is on the order of .001 seconds; that

resulting from the use of Rg • 100KQ and C • .01pf. Since for

use es a sample·hold device Rg • R1 in a first order lag circuit

it follows that the input resistance compatable with the values

above is also 100KQ. Precision resistors should be used since

the accuracy of the samples depends on the equality of the

resistors. The capacitor tolerance, however, is not critical

since only the time constant is affected.

Using the values suggested above substitution into equation
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22 indicates that the saple of an input voltage with a rate

of change of not mre than 1000 volts/second will not be in

error by more than one volt• In addition, it is seen from

equations 13 and 20 that for practical purposes all transients

will be negligible after about 5 milliseconds of decay• It is

concluded that in the clrcult of Figure 6 the signal to be

sampled should be present for at least 5 milliseconds prior

to the opening of the "A" relay if an accurate sample ls to

be obtsined•

In general, the input voltage would not be changing at

a constat rate but the rate, A, would also be time varying•

If over a period of several time constants the rate can be

assumed constant the preceeding analysis for a rap input ls

indicative of the response of the circuit to any form of time

varying input vo1tage• For the constants suggested the rate

of change or slope of the input voltage should be relatively

constant over a period of at least 5 mllliseconds if the sample

error is to be computed using equation 22•

A common and important type of signal encountered in

sample·data automatic control systems ia the s1nusoid• This

special case is investigated in further detail• The steady

state response of the first order lag circuit (Figure 3) with
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sinuaoidal input voltage is obtained by letting e • jwzg in

equation 4 resulting in

\
E°°" (im : _

Sw P;C +\ EN ÜN) • (M)

if

€m
Le) I E sm mt (25)

the steedy state output veltage can be shown to beao

E
E UZ) :: -- ——-——··—j...... Su.) (mut * G3 (26)

where

9 Z m•.s°° MQ; CL , (27)

The reaponsa indicated by equation 26 and 27 in shown graphically

in Figure 8.

From Figure 8 it is seen that at any given time the input

and output voltages do not correspond in magnitude for two reason:.

1. The input and output waveforms differ in umplitude. This

alone, at a given frequency, might be compensated for by

use of unequal input and feedback resistances, 1.e.,

Re ät '·1·
2. '1'he waveforme of input and output voltage are displaced
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in phase relative to each other. Depending on the

portion of the cycle considered the instantsneous

magnitude of the output voltage can be larger or

smaller than that of the input voltage.

It is seen that, in general, if it is attempted to sample

the input voltage by placing the amplifier in the hold condi-

tion some error would exist in the sample. Furthermore, it is

seen that, depending on the portion of the cycle that the

saple is taken, the reaulting sample could be larger or smaller

than the true value.

Inspection of equation 24 reveals that if co Rg C << 1 the

smple errors become quite small. As an illustration it can be

shown, using the component values discussed previously

(Rf ¤ Ri • 100KQ, C • .0lu£), that if the angulsr frequency does

not exceed 100 radians per second (f ¤ 15.92 cps) the phase lag

will not exceed 5.75 degrees and the output amplitude will be

greater than 99.01% of the input amplitude. The maximum possible

error can be shown to be less than 9.91 of the input amplitude and

occurs if the sample happens to be taken as the input signal passes

through zero. In practical control systems it is unlikely that

frequency components es high as 100 radians per second would exist.

To summarize it is seen that the first order lag circuit
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illustrated in Figure 6 could serve as a sampling and holding

device in an analog cmputar simulation of a sampled-data

system provided the rate of change of the signals to be sampled

is not too great. Using the component values suggested above

it is seen that appreciable sampling errors would not occur

with the time constants and natural frequencies normally

encountered in practical autoatic control systems. lf,

however, errors are present because of excessive rates of

change they can be reduced in either of two ways.

1. Time scale the computer program to slow the problem

thereby reducing the rate of change of all variables.

It is emphasized, however, that if the rates of

change approach the values discussed above it

would probably be desirable, if not necessary, to

slow the solution based on considerations other than

simulation of sampling.

2. Use smaller values for Rf, Ri, and C in the sspling

device. This, however, might require the use of

computing components not usually standard on coputers

and is not a desirable solution.

An apparent problem with the circuit of Figure 6 is the

period of time that the sampled voltage ca be held without
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chaging appreciably. In theory the voltage would hold inde-

finitely, with relay "A" open, because there is no path through

which the capacitor can discharge. In practice, however, this

is not the case and the voltage will ußt hold indefinitely for

three reasons.

1. The capacitor dielectric has a finite resistance

allowing the capacitor to discharge itself. This

resistance in a good quality capacitor is on the

order of 1012 ohms or greatergl.

2. Resistance ln parallel with the capacitor due to

lmperfect insulation in the cmputer patchboard

and wirlng.

3. The finite input resistance at the suming junction

of the operational aplifier resultlng in a wmall

grid current tending to discharge the feedback

capacitor. This current is typically less than 1

microaperegz.

Considering the effect of all of these, the equlvalent

resistance shunting the feedback capacitor is several hundred

megoms resulting in a long discharge thme for the circuit. A

measurement on a hold clrcuit using a Donner Type 3930 .01uf

capacitor with the Heath model ES-400 computer indicated a
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dlscharge time constant of about 3 hours• In the smpling

operations to be described it is unnecessary for the hold

condition to exist more than a few seconds at most, therefore,

capacitor discharga in the hold condition is of no practical

sign1ficance•

The first order lag circuit shown in Figure 6, which

has been analyzed in considerable detail, can be used in

various cembinations to simulate the sapling and holding

process of a sampled•data autematic control system• It will

hereafter be referred to as a storage element end represanted

in block diagrm;form as illustrated in Figure 6b. When the

"A" relay is open the storage element is said to be in the

store (S) condition or stete;when the "A" relay is closed it

is in the load (L) condition- The symbo1„ef is used to indicate

sampled or stored values of the input voltage, el, fad into

storage element one (SK1)• The notation NL is included in the

block to indicate that the circuit is normally in the load

condition. This corresponds to Figure 6a in which relay "A" is

normally closed and relay "B" is normally open• The notation NS

is used to indicate storage elements in which both relays "A" and

"B" are normally open•

In the terminology of sapled•data systems smpling devices
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are classified by the method in which the sampled outputs are

obtained- They are defined es followe33:

1- A zero order hold device has an output determlned

by the most recent sample received ad is constant

between sampling periods- The output is based on

the assumption that the continuous input will remain

constant-

2- A first order hold device has an output determined

from the most recent sample received ad the

previous sample- The output is constat between

sampling periods and is based on the assumption

that the first derivative of the continuous input

is constant-

3- A second order hold device has an output determined

from the most recent sample received as well as the

two previous samles- The output is constant between

sampling periods ad is based on the assumption that

the second derlvative of the continuous input ls constant-

In general, the output of ay hold device can be expressed as

4 weighted summation of the most recent sample and a finite nuber

of past samples such as the following:

Y* = AX: + BX,x + CX: + (za;

where Y* is the output of the hold device-
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X°* is the most recent sample of the continuous input signal,

X1* is the sample previous to X°*•

X2* is the sample previous to X1*•

A, B, C, etc• are constants which can be either positive or

negstive•

In the analog computer the output and samles will appear as

voltsges- The relation for a hold simulator in terms of voltages

is therefore
94 94 9< X

6,,,,, = A610 + Be, e C62 *' (29)

where the subscripts have the same significance as in equation 28•

Methods for simulation of each type of hold device up to

second order have been developed using the storage elements which

have been described• The storage elements can be connected in

series or in a series of parallel pairs to represent different

order hold devices. Both methods are considered ad evaluated

in detail•

gaga g_r_dar__äl_d Simulation y_a_i;ag Parallel gonnected Storage Elements

The most simple of the hold devices to stmulate and also

the most commonly encountered is the zero order hold. This can

be simulated using two storage elements connected in series or

in parallel. The parallel circuit is the most obvioue and is
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discussed first-

A parallel connected zero order hold simulator ia shown

schematically in Figure 9a and ln block diagram form in Figure

9b- The multiple contact "A" relay is one of those normally

used to set initial conditions into integrators in the Heath

Model 38-400 computer- The multiple contact "B" relay is one

of those normally used as a hold relay for integrators in that

computer- The Heath 38-400 analog computer was used in this

study because of the easily accessible relay contacts which

are available for use in non-conventionsl circuits auch as the

storage elements used here-

Assuming ideal storage elements the operation of the

zero order hold simulator can be explained by reference to the

timing diegram Figure 10- The assuption of an ideal storage

element implies a thme constant of zero and an output in the

load state which is equal in magnitude to the input voltage, but

of opposite polsrity-

An arbitrary time varying voltage, e1¤(t) is shown in

Figure 10a- The initial values of e1* and e2* are asaumed zero-

For the present discussion it is also assmed that the "B" relay

contacts remain open- The smpling process ls started by alter-

nately energizing and releasing relay "A" as indicated in Figure

10b, resultlng in the output voltages lndicated in Figures l0c,
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Block Diagra of Parallel Connected Zero Order Hold Simulator
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10d, and l0e• ote that the negative of the output voltages

is plotted to enable easy comparison with the input voltage•

Storage element one alternately stores and follows e1¤(;) as

seen in Figure 10d. The output of the second storage element

is similar to that of the first; however, close examination of

the circuit and Figure 10e shows that during the time SE; is

loading, and hence following, the input signal SF2 is storing

and vice versau The ultimate output of the simulator is always

switched to the storage element which is in the store condition

resulting in the output shown in Figure 10c• Comparison of

Figures 10a and 10c reveals that the conditions for a zero

order hold are satisfied and, therefore, the circuit of Figure

9 can be used to shmulate a zero order hold device on an analog

coputer. The output is simply a sample of the input signal and

that sample is held until it is replaced by a more recent, and

more correct, sample• »

The parallel connected zero order hold simulator shown in

Figure 9 was set up on a Heath Mbdel ES•40O computer using the

following values in the storage e1ements•

Input resistor (R1) IOOKQ

Feedback resistor (Rg) IOOKQ

Feedback capacitor (C) rülaf

The circuit was excited with a sinusoidal input voltage of
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— 10.0 volt amplitude at a frequency of .10 cps which was
l

sampled at a uniform rate of 1.0 samples/second. The actual

input and the resulting output are shown in Figure 11. The

time constant of the storage elements was .001 seconds which

is much less than the saple period of 1.0 seconds, assuring

accurate samples. Study of Figure ll indicates that a reason-

ably good simulation of a zero order hold is obtained except

that during the transition fro one smple to the next the

output voltage drops to zero very briefly. This period was

measured to be about 1.2 milliseconds for the ES·400 computer

and is due to the finite throwover time of the break before

make "A" relay used at the output of the simulator.

In the case of the zero order hold simulator the relay

throwover time would not, in general, introduce appreciable

error in the simulation of a complete sampled-data control

system. This is because, in a practical system, the relay

throwover time would usually be small in coparison with the

sample period and also because the time cbußtautl of the

continuous portion of the syste are large compared to the

throwover time. lt is conceivable, however, that unusual

situations could occur where these conditions would not be

satisfied and errors would result. Relay throwover time is

of greater importance in the simulation of higher order hold
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devices ad Is treated In more detail below,

In order to properly sImulate a hold device It Is

important that the relays associated wIth the storage elements

be properly timed wIth respect to the sampled·data system being

represented, They must, In sdltion, be properly synchronized

with each other, In most practical sampled·data systems the

sapling rate, and therefore the sample period, Is uiform, In

certain cases, however, the saple period may be random or follow

some other non·uuiform schedule, Only uniform sampling rates

are considered In this report although most of the work could

be adapted to the slmulation of non-uniform rates,

As mentioned previously the Heath Model ES-400 analog

computer was chosen for use In this Investigation because of

Its versatility and particularly because all of the control relay

contacts are terminated on the computer problem board and can be

used In any desIred manner, In order to explaln the simulation

techniques developed In this Investigation an understanding of

the control cIrcuIts of the ES•400 computer Is essential, These

are Illustrated schematically In Figure 12,

As Indicated In the figure there are a total of 16 SPDT

contacts available on the computer, Eight of the contacts are

associated with Relays "A" whIch can be energized by swItch "A"
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located on the computer control panel- In addition after,

and only after, relays "A? are energized relays "B" can be

energized by switch "B" operating the rmaining eight contacts-

Note that if switch "B" remains closed the "A" and “B" relays

operate identically- In normal computer usage the relays "AV

are used to set in initial conditions and relays "B" are used

as hold relays- A remte control jack is in parallel with

switch "A" in effect allowing that switch to be operated from

a remote location- In normal usage two or more computers can

be slaved together by connecting a two conductor cable between

the remote control jacks on all C¤put¢t8• When slaved in this

manner closure of switch "AV in any one computer will energize

the "A" relays in all computers-

The contacts of relays
"A“ in the computer (Figure 12)

served as the “A" relays in the storage elments (Figure 9) and

likewise computer relays "B“ served as the "B" relays- This is

consistent with the symbols already used in Figures 6 and 9 and

is followed throughout this paper- A careful study of the timing

diagrm (Figure 10) for the parallel connected zero order hold

simulator (Figure 9) reveals that the
“A" relays must change

state at the sampling instant and also that the relay goes

through one complete cycle in two sample periods- Also it is seen
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that if the sample periods are to be equal, i-e-, uniform

sampling rate, the energized and de-energized perios of the

"A" relays must be equal and furthermre the relays must cycle

at a constant rate- This is equivalent to operating switch "A"

on the cmmputer on and off at a constat rate ad with equal on

and off times- This ca be done automatically, however, through

the use of a master timing oscillator- This oscillator operates

a set of auxiliary contacts which, via the remote control jack,

in turn operate the "A" relays- In a practical smpling situa-

tion the rate of operation of the relays would not exceed a few

cycles per second- It is seen that the master timing osclllator

would be of relatively low frequency for an electronic oscillator-

Although not the only possibility, a multivibrator circult

suggests itself as being suited for use as a timing oscillator

for the following reasons:

l- It can be made to operate at low frequencies with

little difflculty-

2- Since the oscillator is to operate a relay the natural

well defined two state operation of a multivlbrator is

desirable-

3- The time in each state of the auxillary relay and thus

the "A" relays is easily controlled-

The multlvibrator circuit shown in Figure 13 was designed
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and constructed for use as a master timing oscillator in this

investigation. The two triode sections of the l2AX7 and

associated components constitute a free running multivibrstor

circuit.34 The plate output of one side of the multivibrator

is direct coupled to a 6L6 beam power tube used as an smplifier.

A relay coil, which operates a pair of auxiliary contacts, is

placed in the plate circuit of the 6L6. A discarded telephone

relay was adapted to serve as the plate relay. The amplifier

stage was necessary to reise the power level of the multi-

vibrator output sufficiently to drive the relay which was

available. The biss voltage, ECC, was adjusted to give posi-

tive relay action when the multivibratsr changed states.

The time constants of the multivibrator, and thus its

frequency, are determined by the products R,Ca and RbCb,

(see Figure 13). The time cßnßtautß can be varied independently

by the setting of Ra ad Bb. If RC • Kb and all other circuit

paraeters are balanced the multlvibrator will remain in each

state an equal tune. Also, if RC and Rb are changed simultan-

eoualy the frequency will change, decreasing for increasing

resistances. It is, of course, desirable to be able to change

the multivibrator frequency because in the simulation of a

sampled-data system this is equivalent to vsrying the sampling
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rate-

Slnce Ra and Rh are individually variable it is possible

to very the time that the multivibrator remains in each state,

however, for most applications it is desirable that the circuit

remain in each state an equal time- The individual adjuatments

can be used to compenaate for unequal values in corresponding

components in each side of the multivibrator which would cause

the circuit to remain in each state unequal amounts of time-

This, of course, sacrifices the simplicity of a single adjust-

ment to obtain better accuracy in the master timing oscillator-

A convenient method of setting Ra and Rh in the multi-

vibrator is necessary- It ls practical to operate a Veeder

Root counter by a pair of contacts on the auxiliary plate relay-

The number of cycles of the timing oscillator can ba counted and

timed with a stopwatch ellowing the samplng rate to be computed-

The counter will advance one count for each cycle of the multi-

vibrator, corresponding to two samples for each count, in the

parallel connected zero order hold simulator described above-

By counting over a long period of time, typlcally in the order

of one minute, the frequency of the oscillator can be set quite

accurately, ad if regulated plate and bias supplies are used to

power the circuit, the frequency will remain resonably stable-

A more difficult problm, however, is to set Re and Rh
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such that the ttme In each state Is equal. ThIs can be done

conveniently using the auiliary computer circuit Illustrated

In FIgure 14a- The +100 volt reference supply on the computer

is fed to the armature of one of the "A" relays on the computer•

The "A" relays are then operated by the master timing oscillator

via the remote control jack es previously described. Thus the

+100 volts alternately appears at the normally open and normally

closed contacts of the relay but the voltage at one of these

contacts Is changed to ·100 volts by a Inverting amplIfIer•

The resulting pulsating wave trains are then summed and Inte·

grated by a second operstional mplifier and the results read

on the computer output meter• The wsveform resulting after

summation, but prior to integration, Is shown In Figure l4b•

Study of this waveform reveals that If the time In each state Is

equal;Le•, T1 • T2, the output of the Integrator will remain

constant but otherwise It will drIft• Using this cireuit the

multivibrator sdjustments can be set such that the output voltage

on the Integrator remains fixed while at the same tIme the

oscillator Is operating at the desired frequency es Indicated

by the counter. There Is, unfortunately, some Interaction

between these adjustments and considerable care must be taken

to obtain the desired cmbination of frequency and timing.
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Circuit for Adjustment of Master Timing Oscillator
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Figure 14b - Pulsating Wave e1*+e2*
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The master timing oscillator which was conatructed for
use in this investigation, had the controls for R, and Rb
brought out to arbitrary calibrated dials- This enabled

calibration curves to be drawn for the unit- One such curve

is shown in Figure 15 fer the particular case of symmtrical

operation (T1 ¤ T2), the case of mst interest- The proper

setting for each dial can be read to give ay desired sampling

rate-

An unexpected difficulty was encountered in the simn1a•

tion of the zero order hold described above as well aa in other

sampling circuits which were attempted- In normal computer usage

the computer relays would only be operated at the start and stop

of a problem- However, in a sampled•data simulation problem the

relays operate continuously while the proble is running- It was

found that transient voltages were introduced into the problem

circuitry each time the relays operated cauaing small errors to

occur in the problem solutions- It was found that these transients

could be greatly reduced by placing a small capacitor acrossthe

remote control jack, which is electrically in parallel with the

auxiliary relay contacts- This capacitor is indicated by dotted

lines in Figure 12- It is cautioned, however, that if the

capacitor is made hoc large it will introduce a time lag between
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the opening of the auxiliary relay on the timing osclllator

and the release of the "A“ relays• A .0lpf capacitor was found

to perform satisfactorily•

Referring to thecircuit diagrem of a storage element,

Figure 6a, it has been mentioned that the element can be reset

to the value EG by closure of contacts "B". On the E8-400

computer a pair of normally open contacts on Relay "B" can be

used for this purpose. If the "A" Relays were cycling, or if

switch "A“ were closed, and switch "B" were then closed the

voltage EO would be set into the storage elements. On the

ES-400 an initial condition floating power supply would be used

for E°• In most practical cases it is desired to set the

storage elements to zero so that all that is necessary is to

let the "B" contacts simply short out the capacitor eliminating

the need for a floating power supply•

Upon flrther consideration it is seen that, provided the

initial condition of the storage element is to be set to zero,

no special provision need be made for setting initial values and

the "B" contacts can also be eliminated. All that is required is

to start the "A" relays cycling before starting the remainder of

the system being simulated. If under these conditions the input

to the hold simulator is zero the storage elements will auto-

matlcally be set to zero. For the parallel connected zero order
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hold simulator of FIgure 9 It wIll require at most two sample
periods to set all storage elements to zero, after whIch the
remainder of the system can be started and the actual problem
solution begun- Unless otherwise stated initial coditions

were set in thIs manner In all of the work described below.
There are certain diaadvantages associated wIth zero

order hold shmulation, using parallel connected storage elements-
„ Probably the least desirable feature Is that the relay operation

must be very closely timed If uniform sampling periods are to be

represented• As a result of this considerable effort was

expended to Insure that the multivibrator remains In each state

an equal amount of time, Another undesirsble feature Is the

fact that momentarily the output of the simulator becoes zero,

during the relay throwover time, Introducing errors Into the

autamatic control system being sImulated• The possibility of

filtering the output of the simulator suggests Itself and was

InvestIgated• Either a low pass filter using passive elements

or one using an operational amplifier connected as a first order

lag cIrcuIt could be used (see FIgure 3 and equation 24).

Unfortunately the filtering reduces the response of the simulator

in addition to flltering out the spike due to relay switching

time; however, In many cases a reasonable copromise between the
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two effects can be attained• The effect of relay throwover

time is more pronounced in the simulation of higher order

holds and is treated in more detail in the discussion of

those simu1ations•

Emulation Connected Storge Elements.
Host of the difficulties encountered in the simulation

of zero order hold devices with parallel connected storage

elements can he eliminsted by connecting the storage elements

in series. A schematlc disgrm for a zero order hold sfmulstor

using this system is shown in Figure 16a and the corresponding

block dlagrsm in Figure l6b• For certain types of simulation,

however, other problems are lntroduced by the series connected

circuits•

The operation of the series connected circuit is explained

with the aid of the timing diagrsms in Figure l7• Figure 17a

shows an arbitrary input voltage ein(t)• For purposes of expla·

nation it is assumed that just prior to t • 0 the output voltage

ef both storage elements has been set to zero by closure of the
“B" relays• It is also assumed that the "A" relays are cycling

and remain in each state for a equal period of t£me• At t ¤ O

the "B" relays are de•energized ad remain so, and the "A" relays,

in the cycling process, have just switched to the de•energized or
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0 01 01
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Figure 16a - Circuit Diagram of Series

Connected Zero Order Hold Simulator
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€in(t) ;

e‘[1

NL [ NS [
Figure 16b

Block Diagram of Series Connected Zero Order Hold Simulator
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normal state,

The output of the first storage element is shown in

Figure l7b, The negative of the output is shown for purposes

of coparison, When the "A" relays are in their normal

(de-energized) condition, the output of storage element one

le following the input signal, ei¤(;), except for sign,

However, after the "A" relays become energized the output is

held constant at the value existing at the instat the relays

changed state, Ideally the output again instantly assumes a

value equal to the magnitude of the input voltage when the

"A" relays return to the de•energized state, In practice,

however, this readjustment takes a short time because of the

finite time constant associated with the storage element as

discussed previously, The output of the first storage element,

eo', is actually a quasi·sampled signal,

The second storage element is performing the see function

as the first with two exceptions:

1, The second storage element is always in the opposite

state from the first, however, the two eleents

change states at the same time,

2, The input to the second storage element is a quasi·

saled rather than a continuous signal,
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The voltage resultlng at the output of the second

storage element is illustrated in Figure 17c. It is seen

that this output,
e1‘Q

is true sampled data with the first

sample being taken at the first operation of the “A" relays

(t • 1). The voltage e1* is held constant at the value of

ein existing at t • 1 from t • 1 until t • 3 at which time

it is replaced by the value of ein at t • 3 which is then
held until t • 5 and so on. The output of storage element

two can be thought of ss a series of succssive samples of

e1n(;), which is the requirement for a zero order hold

sümulation circuit. Close examlnation of Figure 17 reveals

that actually the sample that starts at a given time, say

t • 1, is the value of ei„(t) just previous to t • 1. This,

of course, is because of the finite operating time of the

relays and the finlte time constants of the storage elments.

The series connected zero order hold simulator shown in

Figure 16 was set up on a Heath Model BS•400 analog cmputer

using the same component values in the hold clrcuits that were

used previously. The circuit was excited with a sinusoidal

input voltage of 10.0 volts splitude at a frequency of .10

cycles per second which was smpled at a uniform rate of 1.0

sample per second. The actual input and resulting output
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signal are shown in Figure 18. The time constant of the

storage elements was .001 second, which is much less than the

one second smple period, assuring reasonably accurate samples.

Close inspection of the curves shows that the circuit of Figure

16 is a reasonably good simulation of a zero order hold device.

To a first approximation the effect of the series

conected simulator of Figure 16 on the input signal is

identical to the effect obtained with the parallel connected

zero order hold simulator shown in Figure 9. Closer exmination

of the output voltsges reveals, however, that they differ in two

important respects which, for most purposes, makes the series

simulator superior.

1. In the zero order hold simulator using parallel

connected storage elements the output voltage

momntarily goes to zero during the throwover time

of the output relay. The effects of this have been

discussed previously and were shown to be undesirable.

Inspection of the timing diagrms for the series

simulator, Figure 17, indicates that a similar

condition cannot exist with series connected storage

elements. During the transient between saples the

output voltage e°* will be in error in that it will be

neither at the level of the new or the old sample but
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will be somewhere between the value of these samples.

This, of course, is far more desirable than having the
voltage level fall to zero momentarily. Unless the

sapling rate is extremely fast the transient time

between samples is an insignificsnt portion of the

saple period and introduces negligible error into

the overall simulation.

2. The operation of the series connected zero order hold

simulator (Figure 16) is such that the "A" relays go

through one complete cycle in representing one sample

period. In the parallel connected simulator (Figure 9)

two saple periods are represented by each cycle of the
”A“ relays and furthermore, if uniform sampling rate is

to be simulated, considerable effort is required to get

the master timing oscillator properly adjusted.

Therefore, in the series simulator the "A" relays cycle

at twice the rate that they would in the parallel cir•

cuit while representing the same smpling rate.

nn important feature of the series simulator is the fact

that it is not necessary that the “A" relays remain an equal time

in each state in order to simulate a uniform sampling rate as was

required in the parallel simulator. To simulate a uniform sampling

rate with this circuit it ls necessary only that the "A" relays
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cycle at a constant frequency but the duration in each state

can be somewhet unequal, the amount depending on the smpling

rate, This has major practical advantages in that the edjust•

ment of the master timing oscillator is made considnrably

easier, It ls also noted that the counter on the osclllator

will now count saples directly rather than samples divided

by two as in the parallel case,

In the series connected zero order hold simulator to

transients occur during each sample period, one in each storage

element, Both of these transients must have sufficient time to

decay before the "A" relays change state cr magnitude errors

will exist in the sampling process, The maximum smpling rate

that can exist in the computer is, therefore, limited by the

finite switchiug time of the relays, the electrical time of

the relays and the electrical time constants of the storage

elements, In the parallel connected simulator these transients

occur only once each saple period, and also for a given sampling

rate, the computer relsys operate at half the frequency that they

would in the equivalent series simulator, For these reasons the

parallel simulator may have sme sdvantages over the series simu-

lator in representing high sampling tateß, For most applications,

however, the series simulator is superior,
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The “B“ relays are used in the series simulator of

Figure 16 in the same msnner as they are used in the parallel

simulator of Figure 9, that is to set the initial voltages of

the storage elements prior to starting the problem. The process

is identical to that previously discussed for the parallel

simulator and the sme limitations and simplifications exist.

If, in the series simulator, the storage elements were initially

set to some voltage prior to starting the problem and the "A"

relays are initially de-energized, the first sample of ein(t)
would not be taken until the instant that the "A" relays become

energized. In general however, this is of no practical conse-

quence. In the usual situation it is desired to set all of the

storage elements to zero prior to starting the simulation

problem. It is, however, not necessary that "B" relays be used

to accomplish this. If the "A" relays are started cycling prior

to the start of the problem and the input voltage to the simulator

is made zero all storage elements will automatically be Bat to

zero after one complete cycle of the "A" relays. In a practical

simulation problem it is usually convenient to do this allowing

the "B" relays to be eliminated from the circuit.
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ggg; Q__1_j__d_g_1:_ gg__l_d_ Simulation p_g_i;§ Parallel Connected Storgge
Elements

The simulation of same types of sampled·data systems on

the analog computer may require the representation of a first

order hold device, As previously stated the output of auch a

hold device is in the form of a constat quantity, the value of

which depends on the most recent sample of a continuous input

signal ss well as the previous sample. The output of the hold

device changes each time the value of the smples chage but

remains constant between sampling times. For the case of the

first order hold device equatton 28 reduces to

YZ AX? r 6><,"‘
’ (39)

Since in the analog computer all of the variables are representd

by voltsges, a shmulator for such a device must obey the relation
94 94€„; = A€<> *

B€·
(31)

which is, of course, a special case of equation 29•

In order to mechsnize Equation 31 on the analog computer

it is necessary to store or remember the previous samp1e• This

is a process normally associated with digital computers. It is

possible, however, to simulate a first order hold device on an
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analog computer by an extension of the methods previously

described for shmulating a zero order hold device. This again

can be done using storage elements connected in series or in a

series of parallel connected pairs. In most respects, the series

connection was shown to be superior.

The circuit shown in Figure 19 consisting of a series of

two pairs of parallel connected storage elements can be used to

shmulate a first order hold device. The combination of SE}, SF2,

and A}, considered together constitute a parallel connected zero

order hold simulator as illustrated in Figure 9, the operation of

which has been described. An arbitrary continuous input signal,

e}¤(t), is shown in the timing diagrm of Figure 20a. It is

assumed that the storage elements are lnitially set to zero ad,

in the process of cycling, the "A" relays are initially de•ener•

glzed, The output of the first pair of storage elements, e°*, ls

shown in Figure 20b. Note that e°* is identical to the output of

a parallel connected zero order hold simulator (see Figure 10c)

and is seen to be a sample of the continuous input e}n(t), taken

at the end of the previous smple period. In order to facllitate

easy comparison with the input voltage •e°* is plotted rather than

the quantity itself.

The output of the first pair of storage elements is fed into
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another identical pair of storage elements, BB3 ad SBq• The

voltsge ideally resulting at the output of the entire simulator

circuit, e1*, is shown in Figure 20c- The voltage can be thought

of as a sample of the output of the first pair of storage elements,

eo*Q which is itself a sample. Relative to the input signal Qiu(t)

the output e1* is the value of ein(t) at the start of the previous

saple period. For example, the output e1* existing from t • 3

to t ~ 4 is actually the value of e;„(;) existing at t • 2. The

voltages e°* and e1* can be multiplied by coußtautß, the signs

changed as necessary, and then added by a smming amplifier as

shown in Figure 19- The output of the summiug amplifier is

described by equation 31 so it is concluded that the circuit

illustrated in Figure 19 can, at least ideally, simulate the

action of a first order hold device•

Certain practical problems, however, make the parallel

representation of a first order hold device difficult to use-

The most obvious problem is the difficulty of adjusting the

master timing oscillator to cause the "A" relays to remain an

equal time in each state, that being a necessary condition for

the simulation of a uniform sapling rate. This situation is

identical to that encountered in the zero order hold simulator

of Figure 9 end the method of adjustment, using an auxiliary
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cmputer circuit, is the same as that described for the zero

order circuit. Two addidonal difficulties are encountered

when the storage elements used have very short time constants.

The input voltage to storage elements SEB and Slg (see

Figure 19) briefly drops to zero during the throwover time of

relay "A1a"• Ideally the "A" relays in the storage elements

will switch in unison with relay "A1g" and all of the storage

elements will be in the store condition during the throwover

period. If the relay contacts do not break slmnltaneously it

is possible that the output voltage of the storage element

which is switching from the load to store state might drop

somewhat before its "AV relay opens resulting in an erroneous

smple. If the time constant of the storage elements is long

compared to the relay throwover time satisfactory operation

will result. Storage element time constants of .001 seconds

or greater were found to give satisfactory results. Another

solution is to insert a low pass filter, either passive or

active, after relay “A1a".
Another more pronounced difflculty was obssrved when the

outputs of SKI and SE2 were fad through relay “A1a“ into a

second pair of storage elements. It was observed that with

ei„(c) constant the outputs of SE; and SBZ were of different
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levels and also that the levels changed after each change of

state of the “A" relays- These uneven voltages were, of

course, passed on to SE3 and SEA resulting in unsatisfactory

operation ef the overall simulator- When the load, SE3 an

SEA, was disconnected at relay "Ala", satisfactory operation

of SR1 and SR2 was observed- When larger feedback capacitors

were used in these storage elements the performance was

improved although increasing the value of the resistors

resulted in no change in performance- It is thought that

this phenomena is a result of the finite frequency response

of the operational amplifiar-
T

The load on each of the first pair ef storage elements

alternates between 100KQ and infinite resistance as relay "A1;"

cycles- Theeretically, the output voltage of the storage elements

should remain constant when the element is in the store condition

even though the load on the amplifier chagas- In this circuit

the lead is suddenly applied causing the output voltage and the

suming function voltage to drop- Because of the finite frequency

response of the operational amplifier the drop in suming

junction voltage does not result in the instantaneous compan-

sating rise in output voltage normally expected- In the meantime

during the transient the capacitor discharges somewhat so that
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the steady state voltage eventually reached is less than that

existing before the load was applied. Since it is unlikely

that the transient response in any pair of amplifiers would

be identical the resulting output levels on the different

storage elements would not be the same, causing the voltage

at the output of the relay "A1•" to alternate in level.

The best solution to the problem of erratic output

voltages was obtained by increasing the value of the capacitors

in the storage elements subjected to switching loads. The

larger capacitor cannot change voltage as fast during the

trensient time resulting in a smaller voltage drop. A .hlf

capacitor performed reasonably well but a .01pf capacitor

introduced considerable error. An alternate solution is to

increase the value of the resistors in the storage elements

resulting in less loading of the preceeding storage elements.

In either case the time constant of the storage elemnt is

increased causing some deterioratlon in the performance of the

storage elements as sampling devices. Perhaps another possible

solution would be to use a small choke in series with the

armature of relay
“A1a“

to prevent the load current from

increasing too suddenly.
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ggg ggg; ggg Simulation gggg _$_e_z:_·_igg Connected Storgge Elements

Many of the disadvantages of the first order hold simulator

using parallel connected storage elements (Figure 19) can be over-

come by using the storage elements connected in series such as

illustrated in Figure 21. Comparison of Figures 16 ad 21 reveals

that the first order simulator essentially consists of two of the

zero order circuits in tadem.
U

The operation of the series connected circuit of Figure 21

ca be explained using the theoretical timing diagrams shown in

Figure 17 and Figure 22. In the e diagrams it is assumed that all

storage elements are initially set to zero. It is, furthermore,

assumed that at t • 0 the cycling "A" relays have just become

de·energized and therefore each storage eleent is in its normal

condition. An arbitrary continuous input signal ei¤(t) is shown

in Figures 17a ad 22a. The first two storage elements, SE} and

SE2, constltute a series connected zero order hold simulator. The

operation of this circuit has been discussed previously and the

voltage appearing at the output of SE; is shown in Figure l7c and

repeated for convenience in Figure 22b. This output represents

samples of the continuous input signal ei¤(t).

The theoretical outputs of storage elements SE3 and SE4 are
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shown in Figures 22c and 22d respectively, The function of S23

is to sample ad store the output of S22 at some time between

sampling instants, The output of S23 thus represents a delayed

sample of the input voltage e;n(;), The delay time is less than

one sample period and ideally is one half sample period, The out-

put of SEA is essentially a sample of 823 taken at exactly the

instant e1¤(g) is resampled, The overall effect of the four series

connected storage elements is that of a digital delay line in which

ei¤(t) il sapled at regular intervals und the sample is transferred

from one storage element to another along the delay line followed by

other later saples, The delay line ls said to be digital in nature

because the samples move in discrete steps down the line, Study of

Figure 22 indicates that the output of S22 is essentially a periodic

sample (60*) of ei0(;) ad the output of S24 is the previous smple

(°1*)•

The voltages representing the present and past samples can

be multiplied by walghting constats, signs changed if necessary,

and sumed as indieated in Figure 21, The voltage appearlng at the

output of the summing amplifier can be epressed mathematically as

follows:
#1 # ·x

emu, == A60 + BE; (32)

This is the same as equation 31 and is the special case of equation
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29 for the first order hold device, Since these voltsges are

aalogous to variables in a sampled·data system it is concluded

that the circuit of Figure 21 is an alternate method of simulating

a first order hold device on the analog computer,

An interesting feature of the series connected storage

elements ia evident from the ideal timing diagrams of Figure 22,

It is noticed that a sampled signal is delayed by an amount exctly

equal to one sample period in passing through each pair of series

connected storage elements, This fact is of practical significance

in some of the more involved simulation processes to be described

below,

In the series first order hold simulator the "A" relays go

through one complete cycle each saple period, This is different

from the parallel connected simulator of Figure 19 in which the “A"

relays go through one complete cycle in two sample periods, In the

series simulator it is not important that the relays remain in each

state an equal amout of time as long as the time in each state is

long compared to the time constant of the storage elements, This,

of course, makes adjustment of the master timing oscillator some-

what lessalfficult, In some of the more advanced simulation processes

described below there is some edvatage to operating the relays such

that the period in each state is equal to the sample period, Under
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auch conditions the parallel connected simulator may be more

desirable than the series connected circuit-

As was true in the simulation of zero order hold devices

the difficulties associated with the relay throwover time in the

parallel connected circuit do not appear with the series connection-

None of the storage element voltages can change in the series circuit

during throwover time since all elements are in the store condition

until the relays have made positive closure-

The cuves of Figure 23 illustrate the performance of an

actual series connected first order hold simulator such as that

shown in Figure 21- Shown on these recordings are the original

-10 cps sinusoidal input voltage, e1„(;), the most recent sample

e°*, and the previous smple e1*- The sampling rate is 1-0 sample!

second and the time constsnt of all storage elements is -001 seconds-

Note that there is no noticeable error introduced by the storage

element time constants and that the curves are free from transients

during intermediate switching periods- The curves are exaggerated

in order to illustrate the sampling process, since in most practical

sampled•data systems the frequency of the input signal would be much

less than the smpling frequency- From the curves of Figure 23 it

is seen that the simulation of the delay line is reasonably satisfactory,

The voltages shown, e°* and 61*, could have been combined with a
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summing emplifler to give the complete simulation of the first

order hold devlce•

In the simulation of first order hold devices it is som-

times necessary to set the output voltage of each storage element

prior to running the problem• In general, it is possible to set

the initial value of each storage element using floating power

supplies and the "B" relays as indicated in Figure 6a. If it is

desired only to set the initial voltages to zero this can be

accomplished by simply forcing the input voltage of the delay line

ein(t) to zero ad cycling the "A" relays. For the first order

hold simulator this will require two complete cycles of the relays

after which the system problem can be started by allowing ei¤(t)
to assue its normal va1ue•

_§_e__co___:a1_ gaga }_i_g_l_d_ Simulation y_g._ag Parallel Connected Storage Elements
The results from a search of the literature indicate that

there has been nothing published describing the simulation of a

second order hold device on a analog oomputer• The methods for

slmulating a first order hold device can be extended to provide

simulation of second order hold devices. To enable some types of

samp1ed•data systems to be represented on the computer it is

necessary to simulate second and sometimes higher order hold devices•
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As stated previously the output of a second order hold device

depends on the most recent sample of the continuous input data and

the two previous samples. The output remains constant during the

sample period but changes each time a new sample is taken. It is

seen that the output itself is discontinuous and appears in the

form of a sampled quantity. In the special case of a second order

hold the equatlon 28 becomes

d'
BXSX

"'
CXZQK

_ (33)

In the analog computer, however, all variables appear as voltages

so the simulation circuit for a second order hold device must obey

the relation
·X

CQ, (34)

this being a special case of equation 29. As might be expected from

the simulation of zero ad first order hold devices a second order

hold can be simulated either by using a series of storage elements

connected in parallel pairs or simply connected in series.

A second order hold simulator using parallel connected

storage elements is shown in Figure 24 and its operation illustrated

by the theoretical timing diagram of Figure 25. The operation of

the device can be considered in three parts. The first pair of

storage elements, SE1 and SF2, sample the continuous input voltage
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e1¤(t) (Figure 25a) with the sample e°* appearing on the erma-

ture of relay Ala (Figure 25b), The function of the second pair

of storage elements, SE3 and SE4, is to delay the voltage at their

input, which is a sample of ein(t) by exactly one smple period,

The output e1* appearing at the armature of relay "A1b" is

actually the previous sample of ein(t) as indicated by Figure

25c, In the simulation of a second order hold device it is

also necessary to obtain the second previeus sample, This ca

be obtained by using a third pair of storage elements, SE4 and

SE5, to delay e1* by exactly one sample period, The output e2*

appearing at the armature of relay Alc represents the second

previous sample of ei¤(t) ¤¤d is shown in Figure 25d, The

resulting circuit is a simple extension of the parallel

connected first order hold simulator illustrated in Figure 19

and mncunts to a three section delay line,

The eutputs of each pair of storage elements ca be

multiplied by a constant, sign changed if necessary and the

results summed as indicated in Figure 24 resulting in an output

of the form

6; Z A6: + Beil + Céf (35)
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Comparison of this equation with equation 34 shows that the

circuit of Figure 24 does indeed simulate the effect of a

second order hold device- In the summing process, considerae

tion must be given to the fact that the voltages e°* and eg*

are actually the negative of the semple of eiu(t) while e1* is

of the correct sign- This is, of course, because of the

inherent sign change in the operational amplifiers used in the

storage elements-

All of the various practical difficulties associated

with parallel representation of the first order hold simulator

of Figure 19 are also present in the second order hold simulator

illustrated in Figure 24- For this reason, the parallel

simulator was not employed in the simulations described below

so no experimental data on this circuit is included- The

practical difficulties can be resolved, hwever, using the

methods discussed for the first order simulator-

_§g£ggg g;gg£_gg1g Simulation_gg;gg gggigg Connected Storgge Elements

lt is also possible to simulate the effect of a second

order hold device using series connected storage elements by a

simple extension of the method used for first order hold simula·

tion- A block diagrm of a series connected second order hold
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simulator is shown in Figure 26 and its operation can be explained

using the theoretical timing diagram of Figure 27.

The function of the first two storage elements, S21 and

S22, is to obtain periodic samples of the continuous input

signal ei„(;) es indicated in Figure 27b. The next pair of

storage elements, SE} and S24, serve to sample the original

sample, 60*, and delay it by one sample period as indicated in

Figure 27c. The output of S24 has a value equal to the previous

value of e0* and can be interpreted as the previous sample. The

last two storage elements, SBS and S25, sample e1* and delay it

by one sample period es indicated by Figure 27d resulting in an

output of 826 which corresponds to the value of e0* two sample

periods previously. The six storage elements constitute a digital

delay line in which a sample value is passed frem one storage elem-

ent to the next with each operation of the “A" relays.

If the outputs of S22, S24, ad S26 are multiplied by

constants, signs changed as required, and summed as indicated

in Figure 26 the resulting output obeys the relation

Q0: :1 AE: + Ber + Ce: _ (35)

It has been previously shown (equation 34) that this is the require-
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ment for the simulation of a second order hold device so it is

concluded that the circuit illustrated in Figure 26 also can

be used to represent auch devices.

Note that in the series simulator the sign on all sanples

is the same as the sign of the continuous input signal at the

time the sample was taken. This is different from the parallel

simulator (Figure 24) in which the sign of the sample depends

on the sample observed.

The “A" relays go through one complete cycle each sample

period as was the case in the series simulations of zero and

first order hold devices. Also it is not necessary that the
“A" relays remain for an equal time in each state, resulting

in less difficult adjustment of the master timing oscillator.

The relays in the series connected circuit operate twice as fast

as the relays in the equivalent parallel connected circuit while

representing the sse sampling rate. The maximum aampling rate

which could be represented using the series circuit would, there-

fore, be less than that for the parallel circuit because of

practical limits on relay operating speed. The relay switching

time and the time constant of the storage elements should, of

course, be short compared to the sample period for effective

simulation. If the sapled-data system being represented in a
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practical problem is properly tbme scaled there should be no

necessity for operating the relays at excessive speeds.

In certain problems it may be necessary to set the initial

voltages on the storage elements. This can be done using the
“B"

relays and floating power supplies but in the more usual case

where it is desired to simply set the storage elements to zero,

a better method is available. If, in the case of a series second

order hold simulator, the input voltage to the delay line, eiu(t),

is made zero and the "A" relays are cycled three or more times all

storage elements will be set to zero. In most problems the initial

voltages are of no interest and the problem can be started without

first going through the above reset procedure.

Actual data obtained from a series connected second order

hold simulator such as that illustrated in Figure 26 is shown in

Figure 28. The exciting voltage is a .10 cps eine wave of amplitude

10.0 volts which is subjected to a sspling rate of 1.0 sample per

second. The resulting values of e°*, e1*, and e2* are shown as

well as the input voltage e1u(t). Careful study of these curves

reveals that the circuit of Figure 26 performs reasonably well es

a shmulator of a second order hold device. At high ssmpling

frequencies the quality of the shnulation would be somewhat reduced

because of the effect of relay switching time and storage element
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time constants.
l

Simulation _Q _F_i_g_1y:_e_ Sampling _T__i_m£

In a practical sampled-data system it is physically

impossible to obtain e sample in zero time. The period of time

from the end of one sample to the start of the next sample is

referred to as the sampling period. It should be emphasized

that the sapling period isdifferent from the saple period.

The meaning of both terms is indicated in Figure 1. In many

cases the sampling period is quite short in cmparison with the

smple period and ca be neglected. The effect of finite sapling

time is neglected in the simulation methods for smpling and hold

devices discussed above. In the early analytica} approachesargrlo

to the analysis of sampled•data systems the sapling process was

considered to occur instantaneously. In later workllßlz methods

for approximately analyzing the effect of finite smpling time

were introduced, however, the methods were quite complex and are

of doubtful value in routine design work. It is, therefore,

desirable to devise a method of representing finite sampling

time on the analog computer which is compatable with the simula-

tion methods already presented.

The method of finite sampling time simulation which is
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presented below is designed to be used with the series connected

hold simulation circuits already presented. The concept can,

however, be adapted for use with the parallel connected hold

simulators.

A circuit for the simulation of finite sampling time is

illustrated in Figure 29a. Note the circuit is similar to that

of an ordinary storage element except that an additional normally

closed relay,
"DNc“ is in series with the usual "A" relay. The

finite sampling time simulator is normally used as the first of

a series of storage elements in a hold simulator so in keeping

with the conventions previously established in Figure 6, a

normally closed "A" relay is used and the storage element is

considered as a normally load (NL) element. A block diagram of

the circuit of Figure 29a is shown in Figure 29b with the notation

FST inicating that the element incorporates finite sempling time

simulation.

The "D" relay is controlled in a manner such that it will

become energized a predetermined time after the
"A“ relays assume

their de-energized condition• The "D" relay becomes de-energized

at the time the “A" relays are energized. Assuing that the "AV

relays are continuously cycling, the relay timing is indicated
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graphically in Figure 29c. Two complete cycles are shown starting

with the “A" relay initlally de·energized. It is not necessary

that T1 • T2 alghough in normal operation this will be approximately

the case. Note that the “D" relay is delayed by the period T3

after closure of the "ANg" contacts by an appropriate delay device.

The overall operation of the finite sampling time simulator

of Figure 29a is indicated in the theoretical timing diagram of

Figure 30 for an arbitrary input voltage ein(t). During the period

Tg the output of the amplifier e°* is following ei¤(t) but at all

other times eo* remains constant at the value of ein(t) existing

at the end of the previous sampling period. Comparison of Figure

30 with Figure 17, the timing diagrsm for the series connected

zero order hold simulator, indicates that as the delay time, T3, of

relay "D" approaches zero the two output voltages become identical.

This suggests that actually the circuit of Figure 29 does more than

represent finite sapling thme but, in addition, simulates the

effect of a zero order hold device following the sampler. In most

practical systems the sampler is followed by a hold device, there•

fore the circuit is useful as shown.

Only a minor modification of the circuit of Figure 29 is

required to represent finite sapling time without a hold effect.

This can be sccomplished by connecting a pair of "Dug" contacts
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across the feedback cepacitor es indicated by the dotted lines

in Figure 29a. At the end of the sampling period the output of

the storage elment would be forced to zero resulting in an out-

put of the form illustrated in Figure 1b• In fact, the effect

of finite sampling time without hold ca be simulated simply

with a set of "DN@" contacts in series with a set of "ANc"

contacts without the necessity of an operational amplifier•

This can be verified by study of the relay timing diagram of

Figure 29c•

Certain practical lhmitations exist with the finite smpling

time-zero order hold circuit illuatrated in Figure 29• The most

significant restriction is that the sampling time cannot exceed

the de·energized period (T1) of the "A" relays. However, the

period T1 cam be made well over half of the total sample period

by proper sdjustmnt of the master tuning osci1lator• In most

practical situations the ssmpling period would be considerably less

than half the sample period. lt is necessary that the time constant

of the storage element be short compared to the sampling period

otherwise e°* will not follow the input signal, ein(t), during

smpling• It is also necessary that the switching time of the

relays be sort compared to the sampling period otherwise it is

difficult to obtain a predictable pulse width•
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If a sampled-data system involves finite sampling time as

well as a first or higher order hold device it ca be simulated

as before by following the zero order hold simulator by an

appropriate number of storage elemnts acting as a delay line.

The zero order hold would, of course, be represented using the

circuit of Figure 29e. The outputs along the delay line, e1*,

e2*, etc., would be ordinary samples since the finite sapling

time would have no effect on the delayed samples either in the

simulator or in the actual system.

It ia noted that the zero order hold simulator with finite

sampling time (Figure 29) is different from the conventional series

representation of a zero order hold in that only one operational

amplifier is involved. This causes the value of e°* and all later

samples generated to be the negative of the value of e1¤(;) aisting

at the time the sample was taken. In the conventional series

connected hold simulator this change of sign does not occur. It

is necessary that the cmputer operator be aware of these differ-

ences in order to properly perform the summation required in the

simulator first and higher order hold devices.

In order for the finite sampling time-zero order hold

simulator of Figure 29 to operate properly it has been shown that

the operation of the “D" relay must be synchronized with the "AV
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relays and hence with the master timing oscillator. It is, of

course, desirable to do this without the use of ay equipment

not already present on a general purpose analog computer. lt

is not practical to use the normal integrator control relays

(the
“A" and "B" relays) for the delayed relay, "D“, since

this would require some internal wiring changes in the coputer

control circuitry. The possibility of using one of the function

relays present on many of the larger computers is promising.

The ES-400 computer used in this investigation has no

internal function relays, however, some discarded telephone type

relays were adapted for this use. Most function relays in com-

puters are polarized but the relays available were not. This

presented no particular difficulty since the non-polarized relay

can be connected in series with a diode, which is available on

the ES•400 computer, to give the effect of a polarized relay.

In the simulation of finite sampling time it is necessary

that the computer operator be able to set the sampling time to a

predetermined value. The circuit shown in Figure 31 can be used

to energize a second relay a predetermined time after the operation

of a first relay. In terms of the finite sampllng time simulator

(Figure 29) the circuit ca be used to open the "DNc" contacts a

predlctable time after closure of the "ANg" contacts. The same
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technique is used in the simulation of other phenomena to be

described below•

Theelode, D1, is inserted in series with the time delayed

relay (telephone type relay "D") to produce the effect of a polar-

ized relay• When ez becomes positive the diode is biased in the

forward direction ed relay "D" becomes energizsd; however, it

will remain un-energized fer all negative values of e2•

Operational amplifier Ag is used as a comparator device with

R2 • R3• A fixed voltsge, ncrmally the computer reference voltage,

is applied at the input of R3 and for purposes of explanation, will

be assued pesitive. For all values of el less negative tha -100

volts and for all positive values of G1 the summing junction ef

amplifier A2 is positive causing the output to be saturated at a

high negative voltage and relay "D" remains de-energ1zed„ For all

values of e1 mcre negative than -100 volts the suming junction is

negative and the amplifier becoes saturated at a high positive

voltage casing relay "D" to become energtzed• Because of the high

gain of operational amplifier Ag the output voltage, ez, changes

very fast as e1 goes through -100 volts giving positive action of

relay "D", The sole purpose of the cemparator circuit is to insure

that there is a well defined voltage at which relay "D" becomes

energized and de-energized•

Amplifier A1 is used as an ordinary integrator which ls fad
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by a constant E volts, This voltage is determined by the setting

of the coafficient potentioeter P1 which is in turn fad by the

+100V computer reference supply, The output voltage of the

integrator is expressed as
t

€";'•'&%”E‘·;[€“_1
At,But

in this case ein ~ E, a constant, and equation 37 becomes
t (38)

Equation 38 indicates that the output of the integrator

is a negative rap, When ßl passes through -100 volts relay "D"

is suddenly energized, The initial conditions of the integrator

are set and held at zero by the "ANg" relay during the portion of

the cycle in which the
“A" relays are energized, At the instant

the "AV relays becoe de-energized, the integrator begins generating

a negative ramp which will eventually pass through -l00V causing

relay
“D" to become energized, The slope of the rap is seen from

equation 38 to depend partially on R1 and C1 but can be set to any

deaired value, within practical limits, by the potentiometer,

lt is important that the delay between the instant that the

"A" relays become de•energized and the instant relay "D" becomes

energized be predictable, Since it is known that relay "D" becomes
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energized at the instant Q1 is -100 volts, equation 38 can be

solved for this particular condition yielding

— too : -
-E-;· (39)
RC. F

where T ls the resulting delay time, Solving equation 39 for the

delay time results in

T Z (ao)
E

With T in seconds

R1 in megoms

C1 1121 pf

E in volts• V

By proper choice of integrator components the delay time can be

set to any desired va1ue•

Note that relay "D" is always de-energized when the "A“ relays

are energized• This fact together with the delayed feature of relay

"D" results in a relay timing diagram for "ANc" ad "Dpc" contacts

identical to that shown in Figure 29c for the finite smpling time-

zero order hold simulator previously discussed. The delay time is

shown as T3 in this dlagram• It is concluded that the circuit of

Figure 31 can be used in conjunction with the circuit of Figure 29
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to simulate finite sampling thme with zero order hold, The sampling

time is determined by the delay time which can be computed using

Equation #0,

A finite sampling time-zero order hold simulator such as that

described above was actually run on the computer using the circuit

of Figure 31 to control the delayed relay, The performance of this

circuit when excited by a sinusoidal wsveform is shown in Figure 32,

The input voltage ein(t) is shown as well as the resulting output

e0*, The values of components used are those indicated in Figures

29 and 31, The ratio of system frequency to sampling frequency is

somewhat higher than that normally encountered in order to more

clearly illustrate the performance of the circuit, From this data

it is seen that the representation of finite sampling time with

saple hold is reasonably satisfactory,

Shmulation‘g§ Qgasi•ssmpled Signals

Occasionally in the simulation of sampled-data systems it

becomes necessary to generate a quasi-sampled signal, In the quasi-

sampled situation the data or signal is sampled during certain periods

but is continuous at all other times, An exaple of this type of

signal is shown in Figure 33, Note that the signal is continuous duting

period T1 but is based on a smple during period T2, Two methods for
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sumnlating the quasi-sampling process are suggested by the sunn-

lation techniques described above.

Comparison of the quasi-sampled signal in Figure 33 with

the signal resulting fro finite sampling time with zero order

hold shown in Figure 30 reveals that the two situations are

identical. Actually the sme response can be thought of in two

different ways. In the quasi-sempled system the continuous response

is deliberate ad may be of approximately the sse duration as the

sampled response. In the true smpled-data syste with finite

sampling time the continuous portion is often considered undesir-

able an is usually of short duration in comparison with the smple

period.
Since the quasi-smpled situation is identical with the

finite sampling time-zero order situation, it follows that the

sme simulator circuit (Figure 29) ca be used to represent both

cases. The duration of the continuous portion of the signal is

equal to the delay time of relay
“D". This can, of course, be set

to a predetermined value by a potentiometer adjustment. The contin-

uous portion of the signal cannot exceed the de-energized period of

the “A" relays, as indicated by the relay timing diagram of Figure

29c. If the energized and de-energized periods of the "A" relays

are equal, which is usually approximately the case, the continuous
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portion of the signal canot exceed 501 of the sample period•

This difficulty can be relieved somewhat by intentionally adjusting

the master timing oscillator auch that the "A" relays are de-

energized for cosiderably longer period than they are energized,

allowing the continuous portion of the output signal to exceed

half the sample period. The degree of asymmetry in timing

oscillator operation is limited, particularly at high frequencies,

by the time constant of the storage elements. The curves of Figure

32 can be considered as the experimental results of a simulation of

the quasi·samp1ing process using the technique just described• It

is seen that the quality of the simulation is reasonably good•

Inspection of Figure 17b, the output voltage of a single

storage element, suggests that this circuit might also be used to

gaußtata a quasi•sampled signal• The continuous portion of the

output signal occurs during the perio that the "A" relay in Figure

6a is de-energized ad the smpled portion during the period when

the storage element is in the store condition, The only way of

controlling these periods is by ajusting the master timing oscil1•

ator for the necessary asymmetrical operatio¤• It has been shown

that it is difficult, although net impossible, to precisely control

the time in each state of the oscil1ator•

In general, the quasi-sampled simulator based on the use of

a finite sapling time•zero order hold simulator (Figure 29) is the
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most preferable of the two methods because of the esse of adjust-

ment. The simulation using a single storage element requires some

less equipment since the circuitry associated with the delsyed relay

is not needed. In either case the quality of simulation deteriorates

at high sampling rates, and also when the ratio of continuous period

to sampled period approaches zero or one. This deterioration in

performance results primarily from the effect of the storage element

time constant and relay switching time.

General Conc1usions_ggg Comments

The circuits discussed above will simulate most of the basic

effects encountered in sampled•data systems including some of the

imperfections in the sampling and holding processes. In contrast

to most of the work done by other investigators, very little equip-

ment is involved other than that normally included on a general

purpose analog computer. The various simulation circuits can be

combined in a number of ways to simulate quite complex sampled-

data systems. In the next sectioncf this report some of the more

advanced simulation processes are described, however, at this point

a cmparison of the work described above with that of other invest-

igators is appropriate.

In 1955 Wadellg described a method for the analysis of com-

bined sampled and continuous data systems on the aalog computer.
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He suggested the construction of a delay line using a series of

integrators alternating between the operate and hold conditions

which bears some resemblance to the delay line using series

connected storage elements described in this paper. Nadel placed

the continuous portion of the system in hold while setting the

integrators in the delay line to new values. This was necessary

because of the relatively long time constants of the integrating

mplifiers used in the delay line and resulted in a distorted

solution on strip chart recordings. A.multip1e stepping relay

was used to control the all integrating amplifiers in the program.

Simulation of zero and first order hold devices was described,

however, the method can be extended to higher order hold devices.

Also in 1955 a paper was published by R. C. Klienla des-

cribing an entirely different approach to the problem of analog

simulation of sampled•data systems. The samples were stored on

large capacitors which were alternately connected and disconnected

to the continuous signal by means of several relays. No operational

amplifiers were involved in the sampling an holding processes. The

relays were controlled by thyratrons which were driven by a signal

generator. The method as described requires a 400 cps power supply.

Only zero order hold devices can be simulated, however, it is possible

to represent computing time.
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In 1957 Metzgerzo sumitted an M.S. thesis to the University

of California at Berkeley which describes a method of simulating

sampled-data with finite sapling time but without hold. This

was done by means of an elaborately controlled relay which was

inserted in a analog computer stmulation of a continuous system

at the point of smpling. The operating frequency of the relay

and the ratio of the closed to open periods could be controlled.

The relay and associated control circuitry were furnished as a

unit by the Donner Scientific Company. No hold circuits were

described by Metzger.

The results of a aalog study of a serial type digital

data system were published by 0. I. Elgerdzl of the University

of Florida in 1958. The work was performed, however, at the

General Electric Company in Roanoke, Virginia. Elgerd used a

single integrator with very fast time constant, alternating

between the hold and operate conitions, as a sampling and

storage device. This integrator wes similar to a single storage

elment of the type used in the present investigation. Tha

storage element was operated in the load condition for a very

short period but was in the store condition during most of the

sample period. The switching in the storage elment was acc¤m·

plished by means of a rotating commutator driven by a variable
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speed D-C motor. Elgerd’s techniques are limited to the simula-
tion of zero order hold devices.

The most recent work known to this writer in the area of
analog computer simulation of sampled-data systems was published

in 1959 by Chestnutzz et.al. of the General Electric Company.

Their method was similar to that described by Klgerd except that

a high speed mercury wetted relay was used to control the storage

element insted of a rotating commutator. A rather elaborate

computer program, driven by a low frequency oscillator, was used
to operate the relay. The sme lhmitations apply to this method

that applied to the work of Elgerd. '

The methods of simulsting various phenomena associated

with smpled-data systems presented in this paper have some

resemblance to some of the methods described by previous investi-

gators. They are in general, however, much more fleible and are

capable of representing situations which cannot be represented

using the previous techniques. In ddition, the methods resulting

from the present investigation require very little in the way of

equipment not present on a good quality general purpose analog

computer.

The smpling rate of all of the simulators described in this

report can be set to any desired value, within practical limits, by

proper adjustment of the master timing oscillator. The maximum
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sampllng rate which can exist in the computer ls limited by the

switching time of the relays and the time constat of the storage

elments- Both should be short compared to the sample period for

effective simulation an both can be mas in the order of a few

milliseconds- The minimum sampling rate is set by the leakage

time constat of the capacitors in the storage elements- These

are in the order of several minutes and hence offer no practical

limitations. In most practical sampled·data systems the sapling

rate is on the order of several samples/second. This offers no

difficulty in analog simulation because the problem can be time

scaled such that the smpling rate occurlng in the computer is

within practical limits-

In many physical systems the sampling rate is much greater

than the frequencies existing in the system responses (1-e-, of the

continuous variable being smpled)- If the sampling rate is slowed

to a frequency suitable for computer simulation the frequencies of

the continuous system are reduced by the same factor-

If the ratio of sampling frequency to system frequency is

large in the physical system the continuous signals will very, in

the computer at very low rates. Under such conditions the effects

of amplifler unbalsnce, integrator drift, and nise can introduce

appreciable error into the problem solution because of the long

computing time involved- It should be noted, however, that if the
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ssmpling rate in the system is large the performance of the system

approaches that_o£ the equivalent continuous systm and it is

unlikely thst such a system would be treated as a sampled·data

problem on the computer.

In most of the work presented earlier in this report, it was

to some extent inferred that the system error signal would be

subjected to the ssmpling and holding process. While this is the

usual situation it is not always the case. The sampling and hold

simulators described above cs be used at any point in a continuous

system without modification ad in fact, two or more simulation

circuits cs be used simultaneously if smpling occurs at more than

one point in the continuous system. Simulation of multiple ssmpling

would not be difficult to accomplish provided all saples were taken

simultaeously; If the smpling occured at the same rate at all

points, but at different times, the simulation would be only slightly

more difficult. If, however, different sempling rates occured at

each point, simulation could be accomplished, but only at the expense

of considerable duplication of equipment.
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III SIMMLATION OF COMTENSATION AND EXTRAPOLATION TECHNIQUES IN

SAMTLED-DATA SYSTEMS

gggpensationngg Samgled•Data Systems
A

In general, sampled-data systems are lessstable than equiva•

lent contlnuous systms because of the inherent time lag introduced

by the smpling process. A continuous system which ls less stable

than desired can be compensated by introducing appropriate networks

which alter the open loop response in a.manner that results in

satisfactory performance of the closed loop system35. The effect

of such networks is not difficult to represent on a analog computer.

It is also possible to improve the performance of smpled-data

systems in the see maner by Lntroducing the networks into the

continuous portion of the system. In sampled-data systems other

methods of compensatlon are available and offer some advantages

over the use of networks. These methods are sometimes referred to

as digital compensation and are based on performing various opera-

tions on the samples with a digital computer or device and the

resulting signal is fed forward into the contlnuous portion of the

system. The operations performed on the saples are such that the

performance of the overall system is more nearly optimu than that

resulting if the samples were simply fed directly into the continuous

system. In general, the natural method of compensating continuous
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systems involves the use of analog computers or devices and the

natural method of compensation for sampled-data systems is by

means of digital computers or devices36.

In most practical sampled-data automatic control systems

the sampling is actually, or in effect, on the error signal37

and the sampled error is fed forwad into the continuous portion

of the system. For this reason the investigation to be described

will refer to error sampling; however, the concepts can be extended

to sampling at other points.

In general, it is desired in ay autcmatic control device to

have the actual system output equal to the desired output, or refer-

ence input, at all times. This is, of course, impossible to do in

a practical system. The error signal is usually proportional to

the difference between the actual output ad the desired output

and ideally would remain zero. The magnitue of the error signal

ls a indication of the performance of the system and the rate of

change of error indicates that the performance will become more

optimum or less optimum in the immediate future. It is possible

to copute a signal to feed into the forward loop of the system,

instead of the error itself, which will improve the overall system

performance. The coputed signal, or effective error, is based on

the magnitude ad sign of the actual error and its derivatives.

This process is known as series cmpensation or series equalizationßa.
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In continuous systems series compensation takes the form

of adding, at a point of low power level, some type of analog

computer (most cemmonly an electrical network) in the forward

loop of the systeme In a smpled-data system, however, compan-

sation usually takes the form of some type of digital computer

(usually a type of hold device) which processes the samples

according to some predetermined rule ad feeds the resulting

signal into the forward loop of the system• The forward loop

of the system, would in general, be continuous in nature ad

because of the flnite time constants involved, it would provide

a smoothing action on the samples. The latter process is known

as digital compensation39• The object of the investigation

described below was to devise methods of simulatlng digital

compensation on the analog coputer•

It is shown below that the output of a digital compensator

is usually in the form of a weighted summation of the most recent

saple and a finlte number of previous samples, and can be expressad

as followaz

.XXY °’ Z em
where

Y* is the output of the digital compensator•

X„* ls the most recent sample of the continuous input signal

(error).
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X1* is the sample previous to X°*,

X2* is the smple previous to X1*,

A, B, C, etc, are constats which ca be either positive

or negative,

It is noted that equation 41 is not an infinite series but contains

a finite number of X* terms which in practice seldo exceed three,

Comparison of equations 38 and 41 reveals that a digital

compensator amouts to a hold device, several of which have been

discussed above, a for which methods of simulation have been

described, It is only necessary to determine the proper values of

constants in equation 41, A detailed discussion of digital compen-

sation is nct attempted in this report since mech has been written

on this subject, Certain processes are discussed here, however,

in order to eplain the techniques which have been developed for

representing digital comensation on an analog c¤¤uter•

In general, when an automatic control system is subjected to

dynamic operation the output, or controlled quatity, will lag the

desired output, or reference input, resulting in system errors,

This lag can be attributed to various causes hut in a continuous

system, it is primerily because of the time constants, both electrical

and mechanical, of the system, In addition, in a sam1ed·data system

there is an additional time lag inherent in the sampling process, The
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time lag ca be reduced by increasing the gain in the forward

loop of the system, magnifying the error, but this is likely to

result in instability since the system will tend to overshnot

the desired steady state value. A mare desirable situation

would be to magnify the aparent error when the actual error
l

is large but as the output approaches the desired value, reduce

the apparent error to minimize overshoot. This, in effect, mounts

to increasing the system gain when the error is large resulting in

a large restoring force, tending to reduce the error, but reducing

the gain when the error is small tending th reduce or eliminate

overshoot. In other words, the forward gain becees a fuction of

the error resulting in a nen·linear system.

This concept can be extended to more elaborate methcds in

which the rate of change of error is sensed aa well as the magnitude.

In a situation in which the error is increesing with time, it is

desirable to reise the effective gain of the system to prevent

further increase sd preferably to cause the error to decrease,

particularly if the magnitude of error is large. Also, if the error

is decreasing repldly, it is desirable that the gein be reduced to

prevent overshcot, particularly if the magnitude of error is small.

It is, therefore, desirable that the effective error which is computed

and fed into the forward loop of the system, effectively changing the
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forward gain, depend on the rate of chage of error (i.e., the

first derivative) as well as the error 1tself• The concept can

be extended, if desired, to still higher derivatives of error

resulting in better performance of the closed loop system.

It has been demonstrated in the preceeding discussion that

the optimum effective error to be fad into the forward loop of a

system depends on the existing error es well as its derivatives.

An alternate way of interpreting the effective error is to consider

it as a prediction of the actual error at some future time. If the

actual error ls large and increasing rapidly, the predicted error,

or effective error, would be considerably larger end the restoring

force would be larger than that which would exist without compenaae

tion. In contrest, if the error were small and decreasing rapldly,

the effective error would be still smaller and perhaps even of

opposite sign, which would cause the output rate of change to be

smaller the that which would exist without compensation an possibly

even cause a braking action tending to prevent overshoot.

In theory error prediction can be made at any time in the

future if the present error and all of its derivatives are known.

If only s finlte number of derivattves are known, the prediction

becomes less accurate and, as might be expected, more error occurs

in the prediction if the extrepolation is made into the more distsnt

future. The famillar lead networks used in series compensation of
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continuous systems are, in effect, appreximate attempts to extra•

polate error based on the value of the error and its first

derivative• ·

In sepled•data systems in which the error is the sampled

quantity, the effective error is computed by a digital computer or

hold device, ad is itself discontinuous in form• The prlnclple

described above involving cmputtng the effective error from the

existing error and its derivatives ca be applied to the samp1ed·

data case. The rate of change of error can be approximeted from

smples in the following manner:

axN:2-;**«. ——·—·;·‘__*"' (42)
where T is the sample period and, in this case X is the error•

The second derivative can be approxtmsted by the difference

between two successive first derivatives es follows:

2 ><„°°—
Y.°‘

_ <v,‘°‘- Y?)
AX „ (TTTT) T··‘-; ~ ·—·——·"*—'*‘—""" (43)
Jt T

The concept can, of course, be extended to higher order derivatives•

Note that the accuracy of the approximstions is enhanced lf the

error is chaging slowly ad/or et high smling rates.

Two possible approaches can be used in predicting or extra-

polating future error from the present and past samples•
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1• A future error gggggg can be predicted from the present

and past samples•
2• A continuous prediction of the error can be made based

on the present and past samp1es•

In the investigation described in this paper, both prediction

of error samples and continuous predictlon of error are considered•

The most complex case considered is based upon the use of a second

order hold device in which the present amd two previous samples are

considered; however, the methods can be extended to ay degree of

complexity des1red• The methods presented are not restricted to

error prediction, but can be applied at ay point in an automatic

control system or at more than one oint if desired. In the aalog

computer, all variables appear as voltages, so the prediction process

is essentlally that of predicting the future value of some voltage

based on the present ad past samples of that vo1tage•

giggga; Extrggolation gg ; ggg; _ga_qg_l_e_

A plot of an srbitrsry time varying voltage e(t) is shown in

Figure 34as The result of periodically sampling this signal is shown

as e* in Figure 34b. The samples are of short duration, and the

effect of any hold device, if present, is not shown• In Figure 34c,

extrapolated values of future samples are indicated by the dotted

lines. It is seen that the prediction is based on the assumption
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that the rate of change (first derivative) of the voltage will

remain conatant, This form of prediction is referred to as first

orderaa or 11¤eer‘° extrapolation, In the practical case this

assumption will net always be true resulting in some errer in the

predicted value, In a sampled-data system the predicted value of

the sample is fed, as the effective error, into the forward loop

of the system, It is desirable to slmulate the predictlon process

on an analog computer but in order to eccomplish this it is

necessary to express the predlcted value in the ferm of a equation,

In linear prediction the predicted value of e future sample

is based on the assumption that the rate of change of the signal

will remain constat indefinitely, Under this assumptlon any

future sample will fall aleng a etraight line which can be

expressed mathematlcally as

{ {em = Mt + ee (M)
where

em* is the predicted value of a saple to be taken at m,

M is the present slepe of e(t),
e°* is the present value of e(t),
t is the interval of extrapolatien,

The present rate of change of e(t) can be eatimated frem the two
most recent samples, e°* and e1* as followaz
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J 61+) -)< ¥ _ "J+ T
where

7 H* is the slope computed from ssmp1es•

T ls the sasple period as defined in Figure 1•

Substitution of 14* for M in equation 44 results in

az " _ "" azem :(€2_.._E1)t +e„, (46)T’

It is convenient to express the extrapolation time in terms

of sample periods by making the substitution

t == IT) T . (47)

It ls not necessary that m be an integer• Substitution of equation

47 into equetion 46 results in

1g ~)< ·)¢ _k€·•~ =(€?...l.E; )mT + €„, (*8)
T

which reduces to

* +1em 1 me. . (49)
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In most practical sapled-data systems the values of the

samples are held until they are replaced by more recent samples.

At the instant of sampling the present sample becomes the past

saple and is replaced by a new present sample frm which a new

predicted saple is computed. Under these conditions it is seen

that, at the instant of sampling, samples as well as the predicted

sample change simultaneously and, instantly after which time they

remain constant throughout the sample period. ‘A minor exception

is the case when finite sampling time is considered in which the

present sample quantity is actually quasi-sampled causing the

predicted value to change over part of the sapling period. The

sanpling time is usually small, however, in comparison with the

period of the saple.

Comparison of Equations 31 and 49 reveals that a linear

prediction device actually amounts to s first order hold device.

The value of the constant A in equation 31 is m+l and the value

of B is •m. Both the holding and sampling process can be simu-

lated by the circuit of Figure 19 or preferably by that of Figure

2l. It is seen that linear prediction amounts to a weighted

summation of the most recent and a finite number (in this case one)

of past samples as expected.

In linear prediction it is assumed that the first derivative

of the signal is a constant and, therefore, the predicted value is
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only correct when the input signal varies linear1y• The predicted

value will be correct for ramp or step inputs except for the first

sample period after application of the signal. Also predicted

values of a triangular wave will be correct except at the peak

of the wave where overshoot will oceur for m sample perlods after

the peak, after which a eorrectlon is made and the predieted values

will again be correct until the next peak oceurs• For all other

types of inputs, including sinusoidal, the extrapolated values

are in error•

A first order hold cireuit with constants selected to predict

two sample periods in svance is shown in Figure 35• This is the

special case for m • 2 and the predleted quatlty is shown in Figure

34c as eb*• For this case equation 49 becomes

(50)

Data obtained from the cireuit of Figure 35 is illustrated

in Figure 36 for a ,05 eps triangular input voltage sampled at a

rate of 1.0 ssmpl•lsecond• The effect of finite sampling time was

net included. The contlnous input voltage (et), the present

sample (e°*), and the predicted sample (eb*) are shown to enable

the quality of sampling and extrspolatlon to be evaluated• The

predieted value of the sample and the value actually resultlng

two sample periods later are tabulsted for each sample period in
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Table l• The error, defined as the predicted value minus the

value actually resulting, is also tabulated• Careful study of

the table reveals that, in general, the predicted values are

quite close to the values resulting two sample periods lster•

At the peaks, however, the extrapolsted value evershoots for

two sample periods resulting in large errors after which a

proneunced correction occurred. As expected, however, the

prediction is reasonably satisfactory aa long as the slope of

the input voltsge remains constant, otherwise errors result•

The curves of Figure 37 are similar to those of Figure

36 except that the input to the first order prediction circuit

(Figure 35) is a •05 cps sine wave. The predicted values of

the samples, the actual value resulting two sample periods later,

and the error for this input are also tabulated in Table I. The

property of a sinusoid lwhich is of particular interest is that

its slope ls continuously changing and the rate of change of the

slope (second derivative) is also changing reaching a maximum at

the peak of the sine weve• A careful study of Table I reveals

that predicted values are reasonably accurate when the slope is

changing slowly (i•e•, when the sine weve goes through zero) but

a greater error is evident in the form of overshoot when the slope

is changing rapid1y•
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TABLE I

PERFORMANCE DATA FOR LINEAR PREDITION CIRCUIT

-

Triangular Siuusoidal
In·ut Iu«ut

Sample Predicted Resulting Error Predicted Resulting Error
Period Value 6,* Value 6,* 6,*-6,* Value 6,* Value e_* 6,*-6,-

1 9.0 9.0 0.0 3.0 9.5 6.5
2 12.5 12.0 0.5 11.0 12.5 1.5
3 16.0 15.0 1.0 19.0 14.5 4.5
4 19.5 12.0 7.5 20.0 15.5 4.5
5 21.5 9.5 12.0 19.5 14.0 5.5
6 7.5 7.0 0.5 16.5 12.0 4.5
7 4.5 4.0 0.5 13.0 9.0 4.0
8 2.0 1.5 0.5 8.0 5.0 3.0
9 -1.0 1.0 0.0 3.0 1.0 2.0

10 -4.0 -4.0 0.0 -2.0 -3.0 1.0
11 -7.0 -7.0 0.0 -7.0 -7.0 0.0
12 -9.5 -9.5 0.0 -11.5 -10.5 1.0
13 -12.0 -12.0 0.0 -15.0 -13.0 2.0
14 -15.0 -15.0 0.0 -17.0 -14.5 2.5
15 -18.0 -12.5 5.5 -18.0 -15.0 3.0
16 -21.0 -9.5 11.5 -17.5 -14.0 3.5
17 -7.5 -6.0 1.5 -15.5 -11.5 4.0
18 -3.0 -3.0 0.0 -12.0 -8.0 4.0
19 0.0 0.0 0.0 -7.0 -4.0 3.0
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ggadratic Extrapolation gg _a_ _F_1_;gg_r_e iggg
The concept of linear extrapolation can be extended to

consider higher order derivatives resultlng in more accurate

prediction of future samples with complex input signals. The
next logical step in this direction is now considered.

Figure 38a shows an arbitrary time varylng voltage e(;).
When e(t) is subjected to sampling, but without hold, the result
will be as illustrated in Figure 38b if the sampling time is very

short in comparison with the sample period. Extrapolated values

of future samples are indicated by the dashed lines in Figure 38c.

The predicted values in this case are based on the assuption that

the rate of change of the slope (i.e., the second derivative) of

e(;) will remain constant at the present value. This type of

extrapolation is referred to as quadratic prediction40. In many

practical situations the assumption of constant second derivative

does not hold and the predicted value will be in error, however, in

general, the error will be smaller than that which would exist if

linear extrapolation were used.

It is deslrsble to be able to simulate quadratic predlction

using an analog computer. The predicted values of error can be used

as the effective system error which ca then be fed into the computer

representation of the continuous portion of the system under study

resulting in a computer simulation of the complete smpled-data
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system In order to simulate the prediction process on the computer,

it is necessary that the predicted value by expressed in the form of

an equatiom

In quadratic extrapelation it is assumed that the second

derivative of the input voltage is constant• Under this assump-

tion any future sample eg will ill along a curve which can be

expressed mathematically as

Q: = Ktz + Kd'. +-
€e (51)

where eg is the predicted value of a smple to be taken at an

arbitrary point n. eg is the present value of the input

signal. t is the interval of extrapolatiom K1 and K2

are constants•

An approximate predicted value for eg can be obtained from

samples by considering the curve implied by equation Sl as consisting

of straight line segments with the breaks oeeuting at the ssmpling

instants es indieated in Figure 38c• The value of eg can be

expressed as

tl + €m-k (52)

where Mn,m is the slope of the segment from arbitrary point to ¤•

t' is the time from m to n• eg is the predicted value of

the sample at m•
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Time m is the last complete sample period before time n and can

be defined mathematically as

m • _t_ with the positive remainder t°. (53)
T

where t is the interval of extrapolation and T is the sample

period.

The quantity m must be an integer, however, n need not be since t'

can have any value less than the sample period T. The quantity t'

is always positive and can be expressed as

c' • c - mr (S4)

It is seen from equation 52 that the slope !t¤,n must first

he computed in order to determine the value of eg. The slope of

the segoent from 0 to a can be expressed es

MGA -; Mm,) + A M (S5)

where A M is the change in slope from segment 1,0 to segment 1,a.

Since it is assumed that the second derivative is cßtlltßnt, lt

follews that A M is also constant and at each sampling instant the

slope between sdjacent segaents will change by this mount. It,

therefore, follows that the slope from a to b can be written as

—; (56)
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The procedure can be extended to the general case for the slope

from m te n as follows

It ls necessary that eg be known in order to solve equation

52 for eg; This can be computed using the relationship

yk 1
9m Z (Mm-•,•¤>-T T Cm-• , (58)

Using the same procedure 8;,1 can also be expressed es

*

_k

(59)

which when substituted into equation 58 yields

1 ,., 1€'.n
ZTrIt

is seen that e§,2 must nwt be eveluated. Similar substttutions

can be repeated until eventually the remaining sampled term becomes

the present sample eg which is known. The resulting general expres-

sion for eg becomes

* ~ ·— +<€„„ = MMT + MMT + MMT * T’Tm-„,„„T + €¤ (61)

which when re-arranged yields

1 ..„ 1
Em Z (M6.; ‘T’ T‘/Ta.T» T T· ·····+ Mm-•,mT T ‘T' €° , (62)
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Each slope in equetion 62 can be expressed in terms of the

knewn slcpe, Mbo, end the expected change of slcpe, A M, by use

ef equetion 57 resulting in

»*= +<
4-AM) +(M„,,, +2eM) 6,, _ (63)

This can be re•arrenged to give

6 i- M "
Equaticn 64 is next eubetituted for eg in equation 52 yielding

+¤ , 44+6,, _ (65)

The slope M¤,n eau be expressed by equation 57 end equetion 65

becomes

€^ Co _ (66)

The quentities Mve end A M can be computed from the

present end previuus two emp1es• The slope Mbo can be expressed

es

* 6* — * A usMw, Z M ,_„ Z (67)T At -
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The change in alops can be obtained in the following manner:

¤•< 1: -1: 1:1: -
T T

AM+< Z 90* ·— 26.* + €: (68)
T

1: 1
Note that äß. Q ÜLSLÜI

T 41*
which is assumed constant in quadratic predictiom This implies

that A 14* is a constant es was assmmed ab0ve•

lquation 64 can be stated in a more useful form by expreaa•

ing 141,0 and A M in terms of ssmpled quantities resulting in

1: .2*- 2* 6*-z ?‘ cr6„ :[€_.1T§.. +(m+•)_;___..._\§..i.. ]t' +
1: 1*: ·k 1:)]T + 6.,* (69)

which can be reduced to
.. ¥ I

6,,* : 1;:- ef 1 ci ):|_%_ + m (ef- cf) +

(•+z+ ---—-+m)(1.„*—zcI°‘ + cf) + 6.,* (70)

. 1: ·· 1:

(71)
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If n ls an integer, implying that the voltage to be pre-

dicted is an integer number of smple period: in the future,

t' • T, Equation 69 can now be reduced considerably by making

the substitution n • m + 1 resulting in

X X X X X X 4, X
6,, =

(€¤ -6, )+ '”•(€¤ -26, + E, -6- ) +
X

X X X X6,, : n(e,, - c, ) + (•+z+··-·-+(¤··>+¤)(6, -269+ C:) +
X€<> . (73)

Th further aimplify let

8 ¤ (1+2+3 - - - -
• + u) (74)

Equation 73 now reduce: to

—x X
6,, S 6;; (75)

¥ X X

Inspection of equation 76 reveals that the predicted value

of a future eample can be expressed es a weighted suumetion of the

present sanple, eg and two previous samples, ef md ef, Comparison
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of this equation with equation 36 lndlcates that a quadratlc
predictor ls actually a second order hold device with the

following coefficients•

A ~ n + s + l

B ~ -(2s + n)

C • s

This sampling ad holding process can be represented on the analog
computer by the circuit of Figure 24 or preferably the circult of

Figure 26 which have been described above•

If the saples are held from one sampling instant to the

next, which usually occurs in practice, the predicted value will

also be held throughout the sampling period and will change abruptly
at the sampling instant. A minor exception occurs when finite samp-

ling time is considered as was true with linear predlction•

In the development of the quadratic prediction clrcuit lt was

assumed that the second derivative (i•e•, rate of change of slope)

of the input would remain constant at the value existing shrtly

before the predlctlon is made. The predicted value will, of course,

be in error if this assumption is uot true. Except for transient

conditions the prediction will be correct for step, ramp, and tri-

angular Inputs ss was the case with the linear prediction circult•

The quadratlc prediction circuit will, in general, also predict
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correctly future values of a parebolic wave since the second

derivative of such s waveform is constent. Som error will occur,

however, es the parebolic wave passes through zero since the

second derivative will change sign at this point although the

magnitude remains coultlnt. For all other types of inputs,

including einueoidal, the extrapoleted value will be in error.

If the sapllng rate ls high, the errors tend to become smaller

since the second derivative of the input signal does not change

eppreciably from one sample to the next. In general, however,

for a given smpling rate and extrapolation time the errors in

predicted values will be less with quadratic extrapolation than

with linear extrapolation.

A second order hold circult with constats chosen to prediet

the value of e saple two sample periods in sdvace (n • 2) is shown

in Figure 39. The same clrcuit (Figure 26) can be used to predict

to other times in the future simply by changing the potentioeter

settings and/or the value of the summing emllfier input reslstors

to the values implied by equetion 76. For prediction to two sample

periods into the future (n ~ 2) this equation reduces to
7‘< )< ~x 94

Eb = 6E„ -86, +362 (77)

and the circuit of Figure 39 results. In the circuit es shown,

instantaneous smpling is assued although this sssuptlon ls not
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necessary.

Curves showing the performance of the quadratic extra-

polation circuit of Figure 39 with a .05 cps triangular wave

input are shown in Figure 40. Plotted are the unsampled input

voltage, the present sample, and the predicted value. The input

signal is identical with that previously used with the linear

prediction circuit of Figure 35 resulting in the response shown

in Figure 36. The predicted saple values for the quadratic

circuit and the resulting errors are listed in Table 2. It is

seen that, in general, the predicted value is quite close to the

value actually resulting except at the peaks of the triagular

wave where considersble error exists since the second derivative

of the triangular wave is not constant at this point. Comparison

of Figures 36 and 40 shows that the behavior of the two clrcuits

at the peaks is quite different with the quadratic circuit giving,

if anything, the inferior performance. This is a result of the

abrupt change in the slope of the triangular wave causing the pre-

diction circuit to over compensate since it assumes that the slope

will again change by this mount at the next sampling instant•

The performance of the quadratic predlctor is best shown

by using an input voltage with a parabolic waveform. A generator

which would produce this waveform was not available, but was conv

structed using an operational mplifier driven by a triangular
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Figure 40 Performance of Quadratic Prediction Circuit

with Triangular Input

n - 2 eg ¤ 6eo* - 8el* + 3e2* 1.0 sample/second

Rf ¤ Ri ¤ 100KQ C = .0lpf Paper speed 5mm/second
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waveform which was readily available from a Model 202A Hewlett-

Packard Low Frequency Function Generator, In theory, a psrabolic

weveform can be obtained by integrating a triangular waveform,

however, certain practical problems make this not feasible, The

circuit diagram of a more useful parebolic generator ls shown in

Figure 41,

lt is difficult to completely eliminate a D6 component of

voltsge in the triangular wave produced by the function generator,

The result of integrating this displaced triangular wave is a

parabollc wave superimposed on a ram which would eventually cause

the integrating amplifier to becoe saturated, The use of a first

order lag circuit auch as illustrated in Figure 3 is a better

solution since it will, with a properly chosen time constant,

essentielly integrate the triangular wave and simply multiply any

DC component by a constant,

The transfer function of the first order lag circuit has

been derived above (equation 4) and is

Eourß) ___ ___-
R;Cs +-\ (78)

which for sinusoidal output waveforms has been shown (see equation

24) to reduce to

Eou1(§*·>) ___ (79)
Em (W) lwplc +

‘
°
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The lowest frequency component in the parabolic wave is the same

as the frequency of the triangular input wave. If cn RgC >> 1

the transfer function becomes

EOUT (S)
fw _ R; C S <8°>

which is essentially integratiom The transfer function for the

zero frequency (DC) component of the triangular input voltage is

¤1¤1>1v
Ew am ___ _

Lo) - R; . (81)

A parabolic wave generator with the following input signal

and circuit parameters was used to evaluate the quadratic prediction

circu1t•
Input signal ·• .05 cps triangular wave•

Rg • 30•O MQ

Ri • 2.5149
C • 1.0pf

Under these conditions the product Ri C an is only 1,5 so the

output waveform is only approximately parabo1ic• The actual wave-

form resulting is shown in Figure 42• The DC component, if any, is

simply multiplied by 12 and is not integrated so the problem of
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Figure 42 Performance of Quadratic Prediction Circuit

with Parabolic Input

n = 2 eg = öeä - 8el* + 3e2* 1.0 saple second
Rf ¤ Ri = 100KQ C ¤ .01pf Paper speed 5mm/second

1/T potentiometers adjusted experimentally
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ampllfier saturation does not exist- It is seen that the parabolic

wave resulting at the output of the circuit in Figure 41 ls super•

imposed on a DC level rather than on a ramp as weuld be the case if

an ordinary integration clrcuit were used-

The performance of the quadratic prediction clrcuit of Figure

39 when subjected to a parabolic input is shown in Figure 42- The

predicted values are compared with the resulting values in Table

2- It ls seen that, in general, the predicted values agree quite

closely with the resulting values as they should- It is concluded

that the quadratic prediction circuit will give a more accurate

prediction of a future value of a continuous waveform with curvae

ture than that which can be obtained frm the equivalent linear
prediction circuit-

The performance of the quadratic prediction circgit with

sinusoidal input is illustrated in Figure 43- The input waveform

is the same es that used to obtain the curves of Figure 37 for the

linear extrapolator- The predicted values and resulting values

for sinusoidal excitation are also indicated in Table 2- Except

for the initial transients it is seen that the predicted values

are reasonably close to the resulting values even though the second

derivative is not constant- A comparison of the data from Table 2

for quadratic predictlon with the data from Table 1 for linear
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prediction reveels that the quadratic prediction is much superior

as would be expected•

The object of the investigation dlscussed in this report

is not, however, to evaluate the effectiveness of the various

methods of extrapolation but to simply develop methods of simu-

lating these processes on the analog coputer. If the extrapolatlon

in a particular system is based on the assumption that a derivative

of higher order than the second ls constant the extrapolation process

can be represented on the computer if desired• This would involve

the simulation of higher order hold devices which could be done by

an extension of the techniques described sbove• This would, of

course, require considerably more computation equipent• In practice

however, hold devices of higher than second order are seldom encount-

ered•

Qntinuous _I,l_n_a;__a2·_ ÜCIMIIIÄOB _g_f_ 2 _§j._g_n_2_l,
The methods which have been presented for the prediction of

future samples can be extended to give a continuous prediction of

the value of the signal itself at a definite time in the future•

For example, the predictor might continuously compute the signal

expected 1.0 second from the present rather than simply cempute a

future sample as was done above• Occasionally sltuations of this

type exist in automatic control systems amd it is desirable that
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methods for simulating the process on the analog computer be

developed•

Essentially the method of continuous prediction developed

in this investigation is based on predicting from samples the

rate of change of the variable (the first derivative) at some

future time and then integrating the rate to obtain the value

of the variable itself• Several practical complications arise,

however, in implementing this operation on the analog computer•

As might be expected the predicted value becomes less accurate

as the interval of extrapolation is made longer. Also, if higher

order derivatives of the signal are considered the predicted

signal becomes more accurate• Prediction based on the use of

zero, first, and second order hold devices are considered in

this investigation and methods of simulating these processes are

presented.
The output of a zero order hold device can be thought of

as a continuous prediction of the input signal. It has already

been stated that the output of a zero order hold device is propor-

tional to the most recent sample received and remains constant

until another sample is obtained• Methods for the simulation of

such hold devices have already been discussed and are shown in

Figures 9 and 16, These circuits will now be considered as a form

of a continuous prediction device•
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The zero order hold continuously predicts future values
of the input signal based on the assumption that the value of
the signal will not change from the value that existed at the
last sapling instat. This is, of course, a very crude form
of continuous extrapolation an unless the input signal is of
constant mplitude the predicted values will be in error. Zero
order hold devices are quite commonly used in practice because
they are relatively simple, inexpensive, and raise the effective
gain of the system. In general, zero order hold devices are
not thought of ss hold devices but are considered as such now
in order to copare them with the more elaborate continuous
prediction devices to be discussed.

The accuracy of continuous prediction using a zero order
hold device can be improved uon considerably by using a first
order hold device. The technique can be explained with reference
to Figure 44. In this method the rate of change of the input
variable (1.e., the first derivative) is computed from the two
most recent samples. The value of some arbitrary future saple,
at m, is computed using the methods previously discussed. The
interval of extrapolation in this case is ml where m need not be
an integer. It is desired to continuously predict the value of
the input voltage from m to n, a duration of one sple period.
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This can be computed as follows•

, x t
(82)

where

em;u is the continuously extrapolated value of the
signal from m to ¤•

eg is the predicted·value of the sample to occur at un

Mm’¤ ls the predicted slope of the signal from„m to n.

The value of em* can be computed using the linear prediction

technique previously described by satisfying equation 49• In

linear prediction lt is assued that the slope of the signal is

auch that Mm’¤ • M1’°• M1’o, however, can be computed frm the
present ad one previous sample as indicated from equatlon 42•

This can be substituted for Mmäg in equation 82 resulting in

T ¥
dt. (83)„ ‘T

However, em? can be expressed in terms of equation 49 yieldlng
t

0 i< *)< ( ·X ·k

At the end of each sample period both M1,° an em* are computed

from new samples and the predlcted value is corrected• Since in

linear extrapolation techniques it is assumed that the flrst
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derlvatlve of the signal is constant the continuously predicted

values will only be correct for signals that vary linearly with

time. It is not, however, necessary that the input signal remain

constant to obtain accurste predlction as was true in the zero.

order case.
In order to slmulate linear continuous prediction it is

necessary to perform the mathematical operations indicated by

equatlon 84. In theory the representation of this equation on

the analog computer is not difficult; however, several practical

problems are encountered. A circuit for linear continuous pre-

diction is shown in Figure 45. The theoretical operation of this

circuit will first be explained and then some of the practical

imperfections are discussed.

The inputs, e1* and e°*, to the linear continuous prediction

circuit are obtalned from a two section delay line (first order hold

simulator) such as those previously described and illustrated in

Figure 19 and Figure 21. The average slope between the last two

samples (Ml,°) is obtalned from the solution of equation 42 using

splifier 2 and potentiometer pl. The potentiometer setting can be

determined by calculating 1/T or experimentally as described below.

Amplifier 3 or 4 integrates the slope giving a ramp (Ml’°)t which,

based on the assmptlon of constant first derivative, is the pre-

dicted value of the continuous signal, except for a constant, at any
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future time, The predicted value of a sample at mT seconds in

the future is added to the output of the integrator using

amplifier 5, Te voltage resulting at the output of this

amplifier satisfies equation 84 ad is a continuous prediction
f of values of the signal being sampled at a time mT seconds in

the future, The prediction is, of course, based on the assup-

tion that the first derivative of the continuous input signal

will remain constant,

The predicted value of a sample mT seconds in the future

can be obtained using the techniques for linear extrapolation of

a future saple which have been described above and summarized

by equation 49, This equation is solved in smplifier 7 and the

results added to the outputs of the integrators as described above,

The situation as described to this point exists only for

one sample period after which 60* becomes e1* and a new value of
e0* appears, A new slope and predlcted initial value are cemputed

based on the more recent saples and the previous prediction is

corrected, The cycle of a continuous prediction followed by a

corrected prediction continues indefinitely,

It is seen fro Figure 45 that two integration circuits

are incorporated in the linear prediction circuit; however, at

any given time only one is integrating, the output of the other

being clamped to zero, The necessity for two integrstors is
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because of practical difficulties involved in setting the

integrators to zero and re-starting them within a very short

time. If a single integrator were used it would be necessary

for relay Ag to close and then re•open very rapidly at the

instant of smpling and during the finite time that the relay

was closed errors would be introduced into the prediction.

These difficulties are reduced somewhat by using two integrators

each of which performs the required integration during alternate

sample periods. This is easily accemplished using a single

relay, A2, to reset both integrators by using the normally

closed contacts on one integrator and the normally open contacts

on the other as shown in Figure 45. With this arrangement there

is no necessity for a relay to close and then immediately re-open

which would require rather critical timing.

The operation of relay "A2" must be synchronized with the

sample periods such that it will change state at prscisely the

sampling instant. The cyclic rate of relay "A3" is, therefore,

exactly half the sampling rate. This lends itself very nicely to

use with the parallel connected delay line of Figure 19 since the

timing conditions lmposed on relay "Ag" are the Blmé as those for

the "A" relays of the delay line. It is necessary to simply use

a set of normally open and a set of normally closed contacts on
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the same relay that is controlling the delay line to set the
initial conditions on the integrating amplifiers in Figure 45,

It has been previously shown that there is considerable
advantage in using series connected storage elements in a delay
line as compared with the use of parallel connected elements, It
has also been shown that the "A" relays in the series connected
delay lines operate at the ssmpling frequency, This is, of
course, twice the rate that it is desired to operate the "A2"
relay in the continuous prediction circuit, so the method of
setting initial conditions into the integrators is not as simple
as when using the parallel connected delay line, It is seen that
for reasons of simplicity it is preferable to use a parallel
connected delay line in conjunction with a continuous predlction
circuit provided the inferior performance of the delay line itself
can be tolerated,

lf it ls desired, however, to use a series connected delay
line because ef its superior performance it is necessary that relay
A2 in the prediction circuit operate at exactly one half the cyclic
rate of the "A" relays in the delay line, It is, furthermore,
necessary that relay "Ag“

change state simultaneously with the
start of each cycle of "A" relay operation, This necessitates the
use of a frequency divider device which is synchronized with the relays
in the delay line, It is, of course, desirable that the device use
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only standard analog computer components. One such circuit which
has been used successfully is shown in Figure 46a.

The operation of this circuit can be explalned using the

timing diagram of Figure 46b. Assume for purposes of explanation

that the output of integrating amplifiers 2 an 4 is initially

set to zero. Relay "A1" is one of the "A" relays in a cmputer
— which is programmed as a series connected delay line and ia

cycling at a rate of one cycle per saple period. Further aasume

that relays I and II are initially de-energized and also that in

the process of cycling the "A" relays, and henee relay A1, have

just returned to the de-energized state. This is the situation
indicated at t • 0 in Figure 46b. The effective input voltsge

to mplifier 2 at this time ls +50 volts and because of the small

RC product the output of the mplifier increases rapadly in the

negative direction until it becomes saturated after which time

the output voltage remains constant at a high negative value

(about -200 volts on the ES-400 computer). With this condition

existing diode D1 conducts and relay I becomes energized almost

immediately after relay "A1“ has become de-energized. Presently

however, at t ¤ l relay A1 becomes energlzed and the input voltage

to ampllfier 4 becomes +50 volts since relay I is now energized.

The output of this amplifier then rises rapidly to negative saturation

causing relay II to become energized. In the meantime, the effective
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input voltage to aplifier 2 is zero, since relay A1 is now ener-

gized, auch that its output voltage does not change and relay I

remains energized.

Eventually relay A1 begins a second cycle becoming de-

energized at t • 2. Since relay II is now energized the effective

input voltage to mplifier 2 ia now -50 volts and it begins rapidly

integrating fro negative saturaticn through zero and in a short

time reaches positive saturation. Since the diode D1 is now

reverse biased no current will exist amd relay I becemea de-ener-

gized. In the meantime, from t • 2 to t • 3, ghe effective input

voltage to amplifier 4 is zero causing its output to remain censtant

and relay II te remain energized.

At t • 3 relay A1 again becomes de-energized causing the

effective input voltage of amplifier 4 to becoe -50 volts and, in

turn, causing relay II to become de•energized.

At t • 4, relay "A1" begins a third cycle. The circuit condi-

tions are similar to those that existed at t • 0 except that the

initial voltage of amplifier 4 is now about +250 volts rather than

zero. This has no appreclable effect, however, since the gain of

the lntegrator is quite high. In fact, it is now seen that the

original assumption of zero initial conditions was not necessary

and no provisien for setting the initial condition of aplifiers

2 and 4 need be incorporated into the circuit.
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The relay timing diagram of Figure 46b shows that relays

I and II operate at exactly half the frequency of the "A" relays

in the delay line and that the operation is synchronized such

that relay I changes state each time relay "A1“
becomes de·energized•

Relay II, however, changes state each time relay "A1" becomes ener-

gized. The timing of relays I and II is exactly that required of

relay "A2" in the continuous prediction circuit of Figure 45•

An undesirable feature of the frequency divider circuit of

Figure 46 is the brief time delay occuring between operation of

relay "A1" and the subsequent operation of relays I or II• In order

to minimize this lag it is necessary to use integrator circuits with

high gain (i;e•, a small RC product), The values indicated in Figure

46, giving a gain of 1000, are about the smallest available on a

general purpose aalog computer; Using these values, conaidering

the amplifier saturation voltage aa 200 volts ad the relay pull in

voltage as 70 volts, will result in a maximum electrical time delay

of about S milliseconds• This is not significant at the sampling

rates which are likely to be encountered in the computer• Probably

more significant are the mechanical and electrical time constants

of the relay itself;
I

The operational relays often included in general purpose

analog computers could serve as relays I and II in the frequency

divider circuit• The Heath ES·400 Computers used in this investigation
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do not have such relays so it was necessary to adapt two tele-

phone type relays as a substitute. If polarized operational

relays were available it would not be necessary to use the

diodes D1 and D2 illustrated in Figure 46. Another simplifi·

cation which could be employed is the elimination of the two

potentimeters and replacing the .lM smplifier input resistor

following each potentiometer by one of .2Mh ~

In the investigation described in this report actually

two Heath E8•400 computers were used for convenience. The first

coputer was used to simulate the delay line, the "A" relays

being controlled by the muster timing oscillator es previously

discussed. One of the "A“ relays in that computer also served

as relay
“A1" in the frequency divider circuit of Figure 46.

A set of normslly open contacts on relay II were connected across

switch
”A" (see Figure 12) in the second computer via the rmote

control jack. Again it was found that a .01 pf capacitor connected

across the jack was necessary to minimize trasients induced into

the computing circuits by the switching operations. The "A" relays

in computer B then operate nearly simultaneously with relay II in

the frequency divider circuit and in turn almost simultaneously

with the "A" relays in computer A but at half the cyclic rate.

An "A" relay in computer B was then used as relay "A2" in the

continuous prediction circuit of Figure 45. The remaining smplifiers
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in both cmputers are available for simulation of the continuous

porticn of the sapled•deta system, The "B“ relays on both

cmputers can be used to set the initial conditions into the

continuous system,

The correct setting of the l/T potentiometer can be obtained

by calculation or experimentally, For a given sample period, T,

the potentiometer setting can be calculated ad the value set

using the usual method of setting coefficient potentiometers,

A better approach is to set the potentiometer experimentally,

which will account for errors in the sampling rate and inaccur·

acies in the cmputer components,

It has been shown above that theoretically a linear continu-

ous prediction circuit will have no error if the weveform being

sampled has a constant slope, Such waveforms include ramps and,

except at the peaks, triangular waves, The 1/T potentiometer ca

be adjusted experimentally by ieeding a triangula weveform into

the linear continucus prediction circuit while viewing the output

voltage with a recorder, ad adjusting the potentiometer until a

smooth curve results, The output waveform will, of course, be

discontinuous at the peake, however, this is ignored during

adjustment of the potentiometer,

The performance of a actual linear continuous prediction

circuit such as that illustrated in Figure 45 is shown in Figure
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47. The continuous input voltage was triangular in form and the

circuit parameters were selected to continuously predict the

value of the input voltage exactly two sample periods in

advance. The l/T potentiometer was adjusted experimentally.

Close exmination of these curves indicates that the performance

of the circuit is quite satisfactory except during starting

transients and at the peak of the triangular wave. This is

expected, however, since the assumption of e constant first

derivative ia not valid at these points.

A transient of short duration occurs at each sampling

instant. This is a result of the fact that all relays in the

simulation cireuit are not operating simultaneously as they

theoretically should. The transient spikcs can be either

upward or dowuward depending on the relative timing of the

relays. They are of such short duration that they would have

little effect on the overall system performance, however, for

best accuracy it is desirable that they be eliminated by suit-

able filtering. The filtering can be and was done using

several techniques, but the most simple is to shunt the feed-

back resistor in the output amplifier of the continuous

prediction circuit with a small capacitor. This capacitor is

shown by dotted lines around amplifier 5 in Figure e5. The

amplifier becees, in effect, e low pass filter eliminating the
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spikes, smoothing out the predicted value, ad unfortunately,

tending to limit the frequency response of the system, A ,1uf

capacitor was foud to be a suitable compremise although the

value is not critical, Such a capacitor was incorporated in

the circuit when the data shown in Figure 47 was obtained,

The effect of misadjustment of the l/T potentiometer is

shown in the theoretical curves of Figure 48, It is seen that

a discontinuity will result in the predicted value, assuming

ram or triangular input, if the potentiometer is missdjusted

in either direction, This results frm the fct that the inte-

grators in the continuous predictlon circuit are integrating

either too fast or too slow such that the value at the output

of the circuit at the end of one sample period (i,e,, the end

of the integration process) is not equal ta the next predicted

sample, In cases where the slope of the continuous input is

not constat, discontlnuities will exist in the output weveform

since at the start of each sample period a necessary correction

is made in the predicted value,

The response of the linear continuous prediction circuit

to sinusoidal excitation is illustrated in Figure 49, The circuit

paraeters were identical to those existing when the triangular

data of Figure 47 was obtained, It is seen that the prediction

was quite satisfactory during the portion of the cycle where the
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Figure 48a Ideal Output
l

Potentiometer Adjustment
Correct

Q 1 Z 3 4 5 Sample Periods
el

Figure 48b Potentiometer
Set Too Low

l 2 3 4 5 Sample Periods
EI

Figure 48c Potentiometer
Set Too High °

O 1 2 3 4 5 Sample Periods
Figure 48 Adjustment of 1/T Potentiometer in Linear
Continuous Prediction Circuit.(Ramp or Triangular Input)
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slope was chaging slowly, however, considerable error existed

at the peaks of the wave where the slope was changing rapidly.

Note that the predictlon is corrected at the start of each

saple period. The .1uf capacitor around aplifier 5 was

again used to smooth the trsnslents at the output of the pre-

diction circuit.

Continuous Qgratic bntrggolation _g_f _a gggggl -

It has been demonstrated that continuous data extrapolated

from a first order hold circuit, considdring two samples, is more

accurate than that obtained from a zero order hold device consider-

ing only one sample. The technique ca be extended to quadratic

continuous predictlon, using three samples, by assuming that the

second derivative of the signal will remain constant at the average

value existing through the last two smple periods. The value of

the rate of change of slope (1.e., the second derivative) can be

coputed from samples as lndicated by equation 68 and which was

previously done in the quadratic prediction of future samples.

The technique of quadratic linear prediction can be explained

with reference to the theoretical curves of Figure 50. It is deslred

to continuously predlct the value of the continuous input voltage

over a period of one sample period, from m to n, at a time md seconds

in the future. The prediction is to be based on the assumption that
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Past Future

Figure 50a
Arbitrary
Continuous
Signal

I
2 1 O Sample Periods

git

I Past Future
Figure 50b Sampled /Signal with Short /Sampling Time• /
(without hold) ·

/GI’ I
I // I

Saple I5 4 3 2 l 0 Period I I
e* 14 I
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1 I I

I I
I I

1 I I1 1/I I I
1/ I I;’ I I I

1 Ä I I I1/’ I I I I’ I I I I
I I I I
I I I I
I I I I Sample

Z 1 0 a b c d Number
Figure 50c Predicted Continuous Signal Based on Constant

Second Derivative
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the rate of change of slope (1. e., the second derivative) of

the input signal will remain constant at its present value.

The approach is similar to that used in continuous linear

extrapolation and previously indicated by equation 82. The

equation is restated as

„ x "€m,n Z em "’ At • (85)

In the case of linear extrapolation it was assumed that Mm,11 was

a constant and equal to 141,0 which was computed from two suaples.

In quadratic continuous prediction the slope um,11 is computed as

follows
tMm ef m,;„„atO° (86)

where Maya is the continuously predicted slope from m to u.

141;*,11 is the rate of change of slope from m to n (1.e.

the second derivative).

Mg is the predicted value of the slope at time m.

In quadratic prediction it is assumed that the second

derivative will remain constant at approximately the present

value, 112;,,, such that the following relation is true.

M,Ä„,„ = am
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since M2;° can be obtained from smples as indicated by equation
68 it is possible to write equation 87 as

az ~x vz# _ 6,, -26, +€«.M„„.„ - ———-—.,:·„r··*·· _ — um
This when substituted into equation 86 yields

1 jk *\ % *-16, +€,_ )Jt + Mm _ (89)
O

The value of M* ca be computed using equation 56 as fol1ows•

" )Mm TZ M,,,, + m(AM (90)

which in terms of the smple voltages becomes

~k iz ,v —¥
' (91)

The value of eg can also be computed from samples using equation
76 which becomes for this case

1 *' +< ‘*
6,,, : (m+s+•)6,, —(2s+¤~)€. +$@z (92)

whßté S • (1+2+3+ •-••••--·• *9111)
A circult for implementlng continuous quadratic prediction

based on the simultancous solution of equations 85, 86, 89, 90, and
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92 in illustrated in Figure 51, The circuit ls essentielly two

of the contlnuous linear prediction circuits working together,

one continuously predicttng the rate of chage (solving equation

86) ad the second predicting the value of the variable itself

(solving equation 85), Note that the amount of computing equip-

ment required increases rapidly with the order of the predlction

and nuber of samples considered, The theoretical operation of

the clrcuit is explalned below; however, the same practical

preblems existing with the linear continnous prediction circult

exist in the quadratic circuit ad are to some extent compouded,

The Inputs to the prediction circuit eo*, e1*, and e2*

are obtained from a three section delay line (aecon order hold)

such aa that described previously ad llluetreted in Figures 24

ad 26, The average slope period product between the last two

saples, e°* ad e1*, is obtained frm the solution of equation

65 with ampllfier 3 in Figure Sl, In a shmilar manner, the slope

period product between samples e2* and e1* is obtained with

amplifier 4, The average rate of change of slope (1,e,, the

second derivative) multiplied by T2 is computed with amplifier

6 by solving equation 88, The sample period is divided out by

potentioeter P1 reeulting in T Mälo, Integrating amplifiers 7

and 8 are used in the same manner aa mplifiers 3 and 4 in the
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linear prediction circuit of Figure 45 to generate the time

varying component of the slope period product,

Equation 86 is solved with ampllfier 9 and potentiometer

P2 resultlng in a continuous prediction of the slope based on

the assumption of a constant second derivative, The constant

portion of the slope period product is computed with amplifier

2 by solving equation 90 and then aded to the time varying

portion obtained fr lntegrators 7 and 8 with aplifier 9,

The remainder of the clrcuit is essentially the same as

that of the linear continuous predictlon circuit of Figure 45,

The time varying portion of the predicted output is generated

by integrating amplifiers 10 and ll, The constant portion of

the output vcltage is obtained from the solution of equation 92

with emlifier 5 amd is added to the time varying portion by

amplifier 12 satisfying equetion 85, The output voltage of

amplifier 12 is s continuous predictlon of the value of th

continucus voltage being sampled at a time mt sample periods in

the future,

At the end of each sample period eg becomes et} ef becomes

eg, and a new value of eg appears, The new values are used to

correct the prediction and this cycle of a continuous prediction

followed by e corrected prediction continues indefinitely, Since

the predictions are based on the assumption of a constant first
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derivative they will be accurate for step, ramp, and trlagular

lnput wnveforms, ecept for translent conditions, but, in

edition, will be accurate for parabolic wayeforms for which

the first derivetive is not constat, Site the quedrattc

prediction clrcuit can follow curved wavaforns lt Ls apparent

that for arbitrary weyeforms the quadretle continuoue predlction

circult will give superior performance es comarsd with llnea

contlnuous predlctlon techniques,

The fuction of lntegretlng amplltlers 7, 8, 10, and ll

in the qudratic extrapolatien circult of Figure 51 ls similar

to that of empllflere 3 and 4 in the linear predlction circult

of Figure 45, All of the "Ag" relay! in the quadratic clrcult

must operete at half the cyclic rate of th "A" relays in the

delay line, The practical problems and lhmitatlons that exist

in the linear clrcuit lnuolving the control and operation of

the “Ag” relays also exist ln the quadretic etrapolation clrcult

ad are reeolved ln the same manner as before,

ln the lnveetlgatlon described ln this report the delay

line was programmed on one l8•400 computer and the quadratlc

contlnuoua predlction clrcuit on a secon computer, The
“aV

releya ln the eecon computer, controlled by a frequency dlvlder

clrcuit, were used as the “Ag“ relays ln the predictlon circuit

of Figure 51, The details of controlling the relays ln the second
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computer are identical with those described above for the linear

continuous prediction circuit•

The setting of the l/T potentiemeter ca be determined

by calculation or experimenta11y• Each potentiometer is set

using a slightly different procedure•

Potentiometer P1 is set with a parabolic waveform fed into

the prediction circuit• The parabolic signal can be generated

from a triangular waveform using the circuit illustrated in Figure

41 which was described above. The derivative of the parabolic

wave is, of course, a trisngular wave. A voltage proportional to

the predicted derivative appears at the output of amplifier 9 in

the continuous extrapolation circuit of Figure 5l• This voltage

is observed on a recorder and potentimeter P1 is adjusted to

give a smooth triangular waveform, except at the peaks• If the

potentiometer is not adjusted correctly a diacontinuity will appear

in the output waveform at each sampling instant.

Potentioeter P2 must be ajusted after P1 is in correct

adjustment. A triangular waveform is fed into the continuous

prediction circuit and the predicted continuous signal (output of

amplifier 12) is observed on a recorder. Potentiometer P2 is

adjusted to give a smooth triangular waveform, except at the peaks•

It is seen that the adjustment procedure for potentiometer P2 in

the quadratic prediction circuit of Figure Sl is similar to that
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for potentiometer P1 in the linear prediction circult of Figure 45.

Small spikes appear at the output of the quadratic contin-

uous prediction circuit (ampllfler 12) at each sempling instant as

was true in the case of the linear continuous prediction circuit.

These trsnsients are, ss previously discussed, attributed to the

fact that all of the relays involved do not operate simultaneously.

Similar spikes appear on the continuously predicted slope at the

output of amplifier 9. In both cases the splkes are of such small

mplitude and of such short duration that they would have a

negligible effect on the operation of the overall system. If

desired, however, they can be reduced considerably by placing a

small capacitor in parallel with the feedback resistors of

amplifiers 9 and 12 as indlcated by dotted lines in Figure Sl.

The actual performance of a quadratic continuous prediction

circuit of the form indlcated in Figure 51 is shown in Figure S2.

The input signal ls a parabolic wave and the constants of the cir-

cuit are selected to contlnuously predict the output waveform 2.0

seconds in advace (1.e., m • 2). It ls seen that the quality of

the prediction is quite satisfactory except during trasient condi-

tions ad when the parabolic wave passes through zero. Under these

conditions the second derivatlve is not constant ad, as expected,

this results in an erroneous prediction. Potentiometers F1 and P2
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were adjusted experimentally as discussed above. Also shown is

the output of amplifier 9 (u}c) which should be of triangular

waveform; however, discontinuities result at the times when the

second derivative of the input signal is not constant. Capacitors

of .hif were used around aplifiers 9 and 12 as discussed above

to filter the brief transients that occur at the sampling instant.

The performance of the same quadratic prediction circuit

but with a sinusoidal input voltage is illustrated by the curves

of Figure 53. The input voltage and period of extrapolstion are

the same as that used with the linear prediction circuit of Figure

45 and resulting in the curves of Figure 49. It is seen that the

performance of the quadratic prediction circuit is superior to

that of the linear prediction circuit. Sme error in prediction

does occur, however, since the second derivative of a sinnsoidal

wave is not constant. Note that the derivative waveform is essen-

tially a cosine wave as expeeted. Considerable error appears at

the Start and stop of the eine wave since the second derivative

changes rapidly st these points.

The techniques used in continuous prediction can be expanded

to third and higher order hold devices, considering four or more

samples, if desired. The amount of computing equipment involved

increases rapidly however. .

It is apparent frames search of the literature that very little
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work has been previously done with continuous extrapolation of
ssmpled signals on an aalog computer, Only recently, however,
(Jauary 1962) a letterza appeared in the IRB Transactions indi-
cating that some work is now going on in this area at Syracuse
University under contract from the United States Air Force, It
appears that the approach by these investigators is soewhat
different from that presented in this report, In general, the
method is less difficult to implement on a computer but also
soewhat less flexible,

Simulation gg gogputational gg geigg
It has been previously shown that the output of a hold

device is a weighted summation of the most recent smple and
perhaps s finite number of past samples, In a practical automatic
control system the weighting and smmation is performed by some
type of digital cemputer, It has been shown in the introduction
of this report that any system involving a digital computer is, in
effect, a samp1ed•data syste, The nature of a digital computer is
auch that a time delay exists between the time the data is entered
into the machine and the time that the resulting output or answer
appears, This, of course, lntroduces a fixed time delay which, in
general, adversely effects the system performace,
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It is desirable that methods be developed for sfmulating

this thme delay on an analog cmputer. This delay can be repre-

sented by two distinct methods.

1. Delay the operation of certain relays in the sample-

hold simulator and, if involved, the continuous pre-

diction circuit.

2. Use a standard dead time simulator circuit.

The first methd gives the superior performance but is more difficult

to construct on the analog computer. This method, using relays,

results in a reasonsbly true simulation of delay time while the

second method is approximate and somewhat artificial.

The circuit details of delay simulators depend somewhat on

how and where they are to be used. This can be explained by referring

to Figure 54. The continuous prediction section shown in the figure

may or may unt be present dependlng on the particular smp1ed—data

syste to be simulated. Since all of the blocks are in series the

time delay ca be introduced at any point in the series. The exact

method of slmulating the delay will depend on where it is introduced.

The nature of the signal appearing at the various points indicated in

Figure 54 is different as follows:

Point A · A contlnuous function lf time.

Points B and C • A seties of held samples (staircase).

Point D - A continuously predlcted signal which ls, in general,
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discontinuous at the sampling instant,

Probably the most simple case is to delay a saple by

specified time, In other words, a held sample is fed into a
sample delay circuit for one saple period and appears at the

output in the same form but delayed in time, Such a device could

be inserted in each line at point B in Figure S4 delaying each

sample or at C delaying the weighted summation of samples, A

circuit which will perform this function is illustrated in Figure

55a,

The operation of this sample delay circuit is based upon the

use of a time delayed relay indicated as relay I in Figure 55a, It

is used in conjunction with a delay line using series connected

storage elements, The circuit used to control the delayed relay

is shown in Figure 31 and is identical with that used in the s1mu1a•

tion of finite sampling time which has been previously described,

The delay time can be computed using equation 40, It has been shown

that relay I becomes energized a predetermined time after relay "AV

(see Figure 31) becomes de·energized amd becomes de•energized at the

instant the relay "A" becomes energized, The delay simulator shown

in Figure 55a would normally follow a delay line or perhaps an entire

hold simulator,
U

The operation of this circuit can be explained with the aid

of the theoretical timing diagra of Figure 55b, Assume that a new
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NOTE: Delayed Relay I controlled by circuit
illustrated in Figure 31.

· Qm

.0luf
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Figure 55a Diagram of Sample Delay Circuit
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E _........ output
. I ________ input
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: D ¤ Delay Time
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Figure 55b Theoretical Timing Diagram of Sample Delay Circuit
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saple will appear at the lnput of the delay circult each time

the "AP relays in the delay line become de•energized. These

samples are indicated by dotted lines in Figure 5Sb. At the

instant the “A" relays become de·energized and for a pre-deter-

mined time afterwards the storage element in the delay circuit

is in the store condition, storing the previous saple. After a

time delay, however, relay I becomes energized ad the storage

element loads the new sample as indicated by the solid lines in

Figure 55b- The polarlty of the sample has, of course, been

changed but the magnttude is uchanged• As the "A" relays continue

to cycle eventually relay “A” again becomes energized and relay I

opens returning the storage element to the store condition and,

therefore, reay to accept a new saple. The overall effect is

that the input sample has been delayed by an aunt equal tc the

delay time of relay I, which can be Bat to any value within practical

llm1ts• If the new sample appears when the
“A“

relay becomes

energized, instead of de•energlzed as assumed above, it is necessary

to replace the "ANO" contact in the delayed relay control circuit

(Figure 31) with "ANc" contacts•

The sample delay circuit of Figure 55a has certain practical

limitations• lt is limited to the delay of a previously sampled

signal and this circuit alone will not perform the sapling operstion•

Also a careful study of the timing diagram of Figure 55b reveals that
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the delay time is limited to somewhat less than one sample period

since relay I is de·energized at the instat the "A" relays in

the delay line becoe energized- The usual limitations involving

the time constant of the storage element must be considered- If

the delay circuit as shown is to be used with a delay line having

parallel connected storage elements it is necessary to mdify the

control circuit of the delay relay-

The effectiveness of the sample delay circuit of Figure 55

is illustrated by the curves of Figure 56 which were recorded from

an operating circuit- A 0-l cps sine wave was sampled at a rate

of 1 sample/second and fed into the sample delay circuit with

constants chosen to give a 0-3 second delay time- Both the sampled

input and the delayed smple appearing et the output are shown-

The polarity of the output waveform has been reversed to enable

easy comparison of the time relations- A careful study of these

curves indlcates that the smple delay circuit performs quite

satlafactorily-

It has been shown that in order to use the clrcuit of Figure

55a it is first necessary to use one of the previously described

hold simulators to generate the samples which are then fed to the

sample delay circuit- The circuit illustrated in Figure 57 can be

used as a combined zero order hold•sample delay simulator- In other

words, the sample is taken and then delayed with the same circuit-
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This is sccomplished by using the sample delay circuit of Figure

55a as the second storage element in the series connected zero

order hold simulator of Figure 16a, Relay I is a time delayed

relay operated by the control circuit illustrated in Figure 31

except that the "AN0" contacts in the control circuit are replaced

by “ANc" contacts,

The operation of this circuit can be explained using the

theoretical timing diagrm shown in Figure 58, The curve illus-

trated in Figure 58a represents an arbitrary continuous input

signal, Amplifier A1 operates in exactly the same manner as SR1

in the series connected zero order hold simulator illuatrated in

Figure 16a, The output of amplifier 1 is a quasi-sampled signal

as indicated in Figure 58b and l7b, Relay I closes a predetermined

time, the delay time, after relay "AV becomes energized resulting

in an output from aplifier 2 shown in Figure 58c• Amplifier 2

returns to the store condition when relay “A" becmes de·energ1zed

at which time amplifier l goes to the load condition, The cycle

then repeats indefinitely as the “A" relays continue to cyc1e•

The net result is that the continuous signal is sampled but the

samples do not appear at the output until a finite time after they

were obtained, The “AN¤" relay is used in the second storage

element to insure that amplifier 2 enters the store condition

stmultaneously as amplifier l enters the load condition, There is
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a slight unwanted delay between the time the ”A" relays are de-

energized resulting in poor performance of the circuit that can

be overcoe by including the "Ag0" relay.

The quality of performance of the delayed sample circuit

of Figure 57 is indicated by the recordings of Figure 59. The

input signal was a 0.1 cps sine wave which was sapled at a rate

of 1.0 sauple/second. The constanu of the circuit were chosen

to result in a delay time of 0.3 seconds. Close exaination of

the input an output waveforms indicates that the time delay is

near the value expected and that, in general, the performance of

the circuit is quite satisfactory.

The circuit illustrated in Figure 57 would normally be used

at point A in Figure 54 while the circutt of Figure 55 would normally

be used at point B or C. The delayed smple circuit of Figure 57

can be used as s sample delay circuit; however, it is preferable

to use the circuit of Figure 55 für this purpose since it involves

less computing equipment.

In certain situations it may be desired to use a continuous

prediction circuit auch as illustrated in Figures 45 and 51 with

delsyed samples. It is necessary that the "A2" relay: in those

circuits be synchronised with the delayed smples. If delayed

saples are used the sampling instant (1.e., change of sample value)

does not occur simultaneously with the operation of the "A" relays
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in the delay l1ne• It is impossible to use the synchronized

frequeney divider circuit of Figure 46a to operate the "A2"

relays since the operation of these relays must be delayed by

the samp period as the samples. The “A3" relays must change

state at a predetermined time after the start of each cycle of

the "A" relays in the delay line. Essentially what is required

is a delayed frequency divider circuit• Such a circuit is

illustrated in Figure 60•

The operation of this circuit is eomewhat involved ad

can best be described by referring to the relay timing diagram

of Figure 61- Assume that all relays are initially in the de-

energized state. Relay "A1" is one of the "A" relays in the

cmputer simulating the delay line and is cycling at a rate of

one cycle-sample period determined by the master timing oscil1•

ator. At time To relay A1 becomes energized and a voltage of

+100T, where T is the potentiometer setting, is fed through the

AZNC contact at "f" to integrating amplifier 1 resulting in the

generation of a negative ramp at the output of this amplifier•

After a certain time delay, which can be cmputed from equation

40, the remp passes through -100 volta causing mplifier 2 to

become saturated at a high positive voltage ad, in turn, energiz-

ing relay I- Relays I and II are function relays although in the

work described here telephone type relays were adapted for this use.
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Closure of the Imp contacts at "b" causes relay "Ag" to

be energized via the remote control jack at time T1, The "A2mp"
contacts at "b" are closed creating a parallel path around the

contacts at "a" thereby keeplng relay A2 energlzed as long as

the Ilmc contacts at ”c" remain closed, Prior to the operation
of relays I ad "A2" the output voltege of ampllfiers 3 and S was

held at zero because of the closed contacts at oints "l and m",

However, after relay: "A2" and I become energized integrating

amplifier 3 and the storage element (smplifier 5) are released

and the output of the storage element assumes a value of •l00T

volts almost immediately, The storage element voltage is fad

through the "a2mp" contacts at “h" and summed with the +1OOT volts
routed through the

"Agmp“ contacts et point "g" causing the net

input voltage to amplifier 3 to ba zero, The output of integrating

amplifier 3 thus remains at zero and relay II remains de•energized,

Eventually st time T2 relay “Al" becomes de•energized and

the outputs of smpllfier 1 and 3 are forced to zero by the "A1mg"
contacts at "h" and "m" releasing relay I which, in turng cause:

the output voltage of the storage element to be set to zero hy the

Imc contacts at "l"; Relay II still remains de·energ1aed and relay

"Ag" continues to be energized through the "A2m¤" contacts et "b"

end the Ilmc contacts at "c",
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At time T3 relay A1 again becomes energized• AA voltage

of +l00T volts ls then fed to ampllfier 3 via the "Agug" con-

tacts at
“g“

and the AINO contacts at ”n" causing a negative

ramp to be generated at the output of emplifler 3, After a

predetermined time the remp passes through -100 volta cauaing

relay II to be energized by amplifier 4 at time T4• The IINC

contacts at
“c" are opened cansing relay "A3" to become de-

energized• An input voltage of +10OT appears at the input of

lntegrating amplifier l via the "Azucu
°°“t*¢t* lt “F" and the

"A1N0" contacts at "i" and after a time delay relay I again

becomes energized at T5• The output voltage of the storage

element immediately builds up to a value of -l0T volts but

since the "A2No" contaeta at "n" are now open this voltage

has no e£fect•
l

At thme T6 relay "A1" is again de-energized causlng the

output voltage of ampllfiers l and 3 to be forced to zero ad,

in turn, cansing both relays I and II to become de•energlzed•

The output voltage of the storage elemnt also goes to zero at

this time• Relay "A2" temalna de•energized since both the "A2No"

contacts at "b" and the ING contacts at "a" are opa¤• The conltlons

existing after time T6 are exactly those assumed prior to T6, all

relays being de-energized, auch that when relay "A1" again becomes

energized at T7 the entire cycle will repeat•
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Examination of the timing diagram of Figure 61 shows that

relay “A2" cycles at exactly half the rate of relay "A1" and,

therefore, the circuit can serve as a frequency divider as re-

quired, Furthermore, the time delay from the operation of relay

"A1" until the subsequent operation of relay "A2" ca be set to

any desired value, within practical limits, by proper adjustment

of potentiometer·T,, The reaulting time delaycan be computed

using equation 40, An additional set of parallel connected INO

and IINQ contacts at points "d" ad "e" in Figure 60 can be used

as the delayed relay in the sample delay circuit of Figure S5 or

the delayed sample circuit of Figure 57, It is not necessary

that the master timing oscillator, and consequently relay “A1",

remain in each state an equal time, The maimum delay available

in the delayed frequency divider is limited to semewhat less than

one saple period,

The performance of the delayed frequency divlder circuit

illustrated in Figure 60 is shown by the recordings of Figure 62,

The circuit constants and potentiemeter setting were chosen to

give a delay time of 0,3 seconds, Close examination of these

curves indicates that the circuit is performing the function

intended, _

A somewhat artificial method simulating sample computation

time on the analog Cmputct involves the use of a standard Fade
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delay or des time circuit, which is discussed in many books on
analog computing techniques.41'42'43 These circuits are only

approximate representations of time delay, however, they are
easy to program on a computer since they involve only summers,

integrators, and potentiometers. Several circuits exist of

various orders. The higher order circuits tend, however, to

give a better representation of delay time but involve more

computing equipment.

If the delay time is constant a plot of phase lag versus

frequency for sinusoidal excitation is a straight line. Unfort•

unately, the phase characteristics of a Pade delay circuit

deviate from this ideal characteristic at high frequencies

tending to give lnsufficient phase lag. The higher order Pade

circuits tend to follow the ideal characteristics to higher

frequencies however.

lt ls seen that the Pade circuit will not respond well

to waveforms, such as a step or square wave, which have a high

harmonic constant. An addidonal phase lag can be introduced at

high frequencies by using the first order lag circuit illustrated

in Figure 63. This circuit is actually a low pass filter which

has been shown (equation 24) to have a break point at cs • ___l______ .

The break point can be placed to extend the linear portionR§g
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the phase characteristics of a Fade circuit to higher frequencies.

The component values for the cmpensation circuit can be

selected in the following mannerah using the Fade phase character-

istics shown in Figure 6ha. It ia seen that both the second ad

fourth order Fade approximations deviate from the ideal phase

characteristics. The fourth order circuit is considerably better

than the second order circuit, however, although it involves three

more amplifiers. The difference between the ideal characteristics

and the actual characteristics are illustrated in Figure 6hb for

both the second ad fourth order Fade circuits. A filter following

the Fade circuit (having the phase characteristics shown in the

figure) will yeild ideal time delay shmulation.

It is seen that the required correction is approimately

that which can be obtained from a first order lag circuit auch

as that shown in Figure 63. The time constant of the filter is

choaen such that the break frequency occurs at the frequency

where the correction curve passes through hö degrees.

As a example, if the correction curve passes through hö

degrees at an- 4 the time constant of the compensatipn network

should be such that

I
—~—- = co = 4 (93)
Rgß ·
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n · ·

2.5M

Figure 63 Low Pass Filter for Fourth Order Pade Delay Circuit
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A choice of C • 0,lpf and Rf • 2,5M would give the desired result,

In order te have unity gain at low frequencies, Ri in the circuit

is also chesen as 2,5M, Since the phase characteristic of the

low pass filter is not exactly that indicated by the correction

curve the performance of the Fade delay circuit•low pass filter

combination will not be ideal although it is improved considerably

by the addition ef the filter,

A fourth order Fade delay time simulator is shown in Figure

65, The actual petentiometer settiugsas and choice of amplifier

gaius are choseu to result in the following effective potentie-

meter settings, fer a desired delay time T,

Rzvzzléw-:%,9-

D5:-pL,=

The curves of Figure 66 illustrate the response of the

fourth order Fade delay circuit illustrated in Figure 65 with

square wave excitation, The coustats were adjusted to give a

0,5 second time delay, It is seen that the performance of the

circuit is net very satisfactory since square waves contain

siguificant high order harmonics which cause transieut oscillations
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Ü 5 Ä Output of Pade Circuit
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ä
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Figure 66 Response of Pade Delay Circuit with Low Pass Filter to

Square Wave Excitation .

0.5 second delay time Paper speed Snudsecond

Filter circuit; Rf = Ri = 2.5MQ C - 0.hpf
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es desired but also to greatly increase the rise time which is

undesirable.

The response of the sme Pade delay circuit, with and

without filter to a 0.1 cps triangular wave, is shown by the
S

recordlngs of Flgure 67. Since the harmonlc content of this

waveform is much less than that of a square wave the performance

of the delay circuit ls considersbly better. The addition of

the low pass filter ls seen to improve the performance slightly.

Since the response of the Pade delay circult is rather

poor with step excltation, it follows that this circult would

uch, in general, be suitable for the delay of saples. If the

smpling rate were very low, however, such that the settling

time of the delay clrcuit was short compared to the sample

period, it would be possible to use the Fade circult at points
“B" and "C" in Figure 54. The Fade clrcuit would, ln general,

however, be mre acceptable at point "D" where the waveform of

the signal is usually such that the hsrmonlc content is relatlvely

small.
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O.l cps triangular wave
7.5 volts amplitude

Output of Pade Circuit
SV/cm

Output of Pade Circuit
with low pass filter
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Figure 67 Response of Pade Delay Circuit with Low Pass Filter to

Triangular Wave Excitation

O.5 second delay time Paper speed Smm/second

Filter circuit: Rf = Ri = 2.5MQ C ¤ 0.luf
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IV ANALOG SIMULATION O! A SAMPLED•DAIA POSITION CONTROL SYSTEM

The simulation techniques which have been presented in the

preceeding sections can be cobined in various manners to simulate

complete ssmpled•data automatic control systems• The simulation

circuits required depend, of course, cn the particular system to

be simu1ated•

The position control system illustrated in Figure 68, which

involvcs sapled~dsta, was simulated es an example of an analog

simulation of a coplete sampled-data system• The simulation of

this systm involves many, but not all, of the techniques described

earlier in this report. No attempt has been made to aelyze the

results or to evaluate the system performance since the coputing

techniques were the primary interest in this investigation•

The system is a very ordinary position control servomechanism

ecept for the fact that the error signal is saplad. The resulting

samples are used to continuously predict the future value of the

error which, in effect, partially compensates for time delays intro-

duced by the system time constants and sampling process. Both

finite sampling time and computation time are simulated- The

complete specifications of the system are given below-
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Specifications for Example Position Control System

Generator Constauts:

Kg • 37,0 Volts/ampere, Rg ¤ 15,59, Lg • 4,88 hy, Reg ¤ ,0020

Motor Constents:

Emf Gonstant ¤ Kg • 4,0 Volts/rpm ¤ 38,2 Volts/radian/second

Torque Constant ¤ Kt ¤ 28,2 foot pounds/ampere

Re

“Totalequivalent inertia at motor ermature • JL • 4438 slug•feet2

Gear ratio l/1 (backlash neglected)

Electronic Amplifier Gain: Adjustable

Sampling Rate: 10,0 samples/second

Sampling Time: 0,01 seconds

Effective Error Coputation Time 0,05 second

Transfer Functions

Generator:

E il
--}-92 —; .....Kf......-·:EFM

i'-E + \ 355 +' Wu

VF
Mtor

: :_;_____......- ..

E; M Kg S + \] -0*955 ""
“°‘t

A block diagram of the system, inicating the transfer function,

is illustreted in Figure 69, The details of obtaining the transfer
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function are not pertinent to this investigation.

A block diagra of the computer simulation of this example

system is shown in Figure 70. A finite time for sempling of 0.01

seconds is represented using the circuit shown in Figure 29a.

This circuit is followed by a two stage series connected delay

line. The resulting saples of the error signal eos, e1*, and

e2* are used to continuously predict the value of the error two

sample periods (0.2 seconds) in advance using the quadratic con»

tinuous prediction circuit shown in Figure 51. A fourth order

Fade delay circuit is used to delay the predicted error by 0.05

seconds simulating the coputation time in the system. A low

pass filter of the form shown in Figure 63 follows the delay

circuit to partially correct for the imperfect performane of

the delay simulator. The contianous system is, of course,

represented using conventional analog computing techniques. The

complete simulation circuit diagram for the example system,

including computer control circuits, is shown in Figure 71.

(Inside rear cover). The points A through F indicated in the

block diagrm of Figure 70 are also indicated on the computer

diagram. The solution time of the problem has been slowed by a

factor of 10 such that the sample rate in the computer occurs at

1.0 samples/second rather than 10.0 samples/second resulting in
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more accurate simulation of the sampling phenomsna-

Actual data obtained from the computer is shown in Figures

72, 73, and 74- The response is shown for a step input st 91n of

21-0 degrees with an electronic emplifier gain of 7-75- The

curves of Figure 72 illustrate the performance without sampling-

The samp1er•predictor block shown in Figure 69 was bypassed

while this data was obtained- It is seen that the system is

moderately stable with a tendency to oscillate at approximately

one cycle per second- The curves shown in Figure 73 and Figure

74 illustrate the behavior of the system with the sampling an

prediction process described above- It is seen that the system

has become unstable oscillating at about two cycles per second,

although the amplitude of the oscillations is limited, this being

a characteristic of a non•linear system- The actual output of

the system is shown as curve I in both Figures 73 ad 74, with

the corresponding error signal shown as curve Il- The sampled

error is illustrated as curve III in Figure 73- The effect of

the -01 second sampling time is seen to be almost negliglble-

The continuously predicted error (with sign reversed) is shown

in Figure 73, curve IV and 74 curve III- It is seen that the

predicted values are considerably in error since the value of

the second derivative chages sppreciably from one sample period
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to the next. The effect of the Fade delay circuit and associated

filter is evident from a coparison of curves III ad IV in Figure

74. The computation time is represented as desired, however, the

predlcted waveform has been smoothed considerably.

The recordings in Figure 73 and Figure 74 were obtained

from the following points in the coputer diagram of Figure 7l.

Figure Point
73•I, 74•I Ggut
73•II, 74•II A

73-III B

73·IV, 74-III D

74-IV F

The points are also illustrated in the computer block diagra of

Figure 70. In some cases the signals have been inverted for ease

of comparison.
l

In conclusion, it appears that the effect of sampling has

been to make a rather marginal system copletely unstable.

Examination and explanation of the system performance is not,

however, within the scope of the present investigation.
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V CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTED EXTENSIONS

The object of the investigation which has been described

in this report was to develop methds of simulating various

phenomena associated with sampled·data automatic control syßteß

on the analog computer. Methods for simulating these phenomena

have been developed, explained, and evaluated above. In addition,

experimental data has been presented to illustrate the quality

of simulation techniques. In many cases alternate methods for

simulating a particular process have been presented. The per-

formance resulting from each of the simulation circuits was

reaaonebly satisfactory when the circuits were operated within

the practical limitations which have been outlined.

The investigation which has been described can be usefully

extended along several lines. Some of the more obvious of these are

listed below.

1. Use the techniques presented in this report to study the

behavior and performance of representative sampled·data automatic

control systems. A procedure for the design of auch systems using

the computer could be developed.

2. Use the techniques which have been outlined to verify

and illustrate analytical methods of smpled·data system analysis.
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3. Develop hold simulators ad extrapolation circuits
which use the present and three or more past smples. At most

only two past samples have been considered in the investigation

described here•

4. Adapt the simulation techniques discussed in this

report to analog computers other than the Heath ES•400 computer

which was used in the present investigation.

5. Devise methods for controlling the delay lines and

prediction circuits using electronic rather than relay switching.

A limited amount of work has been described in which electronic

circuits have been used to control operational amplifiers in an

analog cemputerhö. The.work was not, however, in the area of
sampled•data simulationn

It is hoped that these suggestions will prove of interest

to other engineere ad that the work outlined in this report will

serve as a background for additional investigations.
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ABSTRACT

The electronic aelog computer is widely used to stmulate

most types of atomatic control systems, Only a limited eount

of work has been reported, however, involving analog computer

simulation of sampled-data systems, This is to be expected

since such systems are essentially digital in nature,

The purpose of the work described in this thesis wes to

develop methods of simulating veious phencmene eesocieted with

sampled—dats systeme, The techniques which have been developed

are described ad eveluated in the report, In addition, experi-

mental date is presented to illustrate the performace of the

varlohs simulation circuits,

As eu illustration of the techniques which have been

developed, the simulation of e representetive s¤pl•d•date

system le described, Date obtained from this simulation is

included in the report,
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